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This report on radio roadcastiug in Communist China is a result 

of a four-montb study. Tin ^a this is an intermediate report, all the 

major sources on this subject in Chinese available publicly abroad have 

been exhausted. 

After 1959,  pubiication > " nationwide statistical information 

stopped. Howevrr, regional tti "istics h**ve occasionally appeared in 

the Communist Chinese press. J tse data have been Integrated into a 

map survey, attached to the end " the report. 

This report has also used s«v ral publications from Taiwan. The 

major ones are; Study on Ccmmuni^t. "Mna (Fei-Chin Yen-Chiu), published 

by the Intelligence Bureau of the Mxs   %try of Rational Defense, 

Bepublic of China; The Eighth Serial ^ 'Know your Enemy' (Jen-She 

Ti-Jen Tl Pa Che), published by Central ublishln^ Company for Cultural 

Materials; and Quarterly Report on the Ccamntst Mainland (Ta-Lu Fei-Chin 

Che-pao), published by the Sixth Division o- the Nationalist party 

(Kuomintang), Republic of China. 

These are classified publications on Taiwun but are available 

publicly in the United States (in the Chinese-Japanese Library, Harvard 

U&iversity, Eastern Asia Research Center, Harvard University and 

Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.). Since these reports are also 

based on Communist literature, there is no reason for distrusting their 

content more than we do Coaaunist literature. 

Otherwise, all information is based on Communist Chinese and Western 

sources. 
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BAQLO BHOADCAflTIMO II OOMiOTST CEIIA 

I. 'Xh« Background 

When the Chinese ComninlBta took over the nAinlAnd, nearly 80 to 

8? percent of the population vere 1111terete. Today 78 to 80 percent 

et 111. ere. Eandioepped by the high llliterecy rate, the Peking regiae 

has to develop an extensive and effective broadcasting systea and to 

exploit every potential of oral coaaunication in the service of 

propaganda and agitation. 

This is no easy task. China is a vast land of 3,601,592 square 

miles. Its people, including 50 ninority groups, are widely divided 

by distinctly different dialects. And it has only a Halted nuaber of 

radio sets. 

In 19^9, there vere ^9 public and 33 private radio stations in 

China. Out of the 33 private stations, 22 vere in Shanghai, 3 vere in 

Chungking, and the rest vere in a few port cities in East China. More 
1 

than htlf of the public stations vere in Manchuria and last China, 

The distribution of radio sets was similarly uneven. The Cc—ainlsts 

estimated that in 1950 there were 1,000,000 to 1,100,000 radio sets in 

China. Half of these were the three- or four-valve aediua frequency 

types aade in Japan. Of these, 350,000 to 1^00,000 were in Manchuria and 

Bast China, 20,000 in Morth China (aost of thea concentrating around 

Peking and Tientsin) and 100,000 sets in other areas. There were 200,000 

2 
other repaired but serviceable sets. 

II, Mei, "The People's Broadcasting Entf -prise in our Country," Jen-Min 
Jih-Pao (People's Daily), April 25, 1950. 

^l, Mel, loc. clt. 
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Li*tle inforafttlon is «Tailable in ovnerahip of those sets. It Is 

generally known, hoveter, that in the coastal proTinscs of Cheklsng, 

Klsngsu, Fuklen and Evuitung, radio sets were owned largely by the 

wealthy Merchants and politicians.  According to the Comunists, 

"saong these 1,000,000 sets, a few belonged to people of the working 

class.^ 

UndsrstandatAy, the few electronic factories were found in Bast 

China in 19^9- Under the latlonalist govemaent, a radio factory was 

built in lanking. Bat it could only assemble Phllco radlos fron parts 

■ade in the United States.^ In Shanghai there were several private 

radfc factories. Bat, according to the COBunists, moat of the fac- 

tories were able to turn out only staple parts such as paper condensers 

and variable condensers. At best they could ocke half of the parts in 

a radio. The rest had to be laported from the West. Io vacuun tube 

was Banifactured in Chin« until 19^9. 

There is no doubt that the Cosnunists inhr rited some of these 

factories frat the latlonalist governaent in 19^9» This is evidenced 

by the fact that lanking and Shanghai still remain as the two major 

centers of radio manufacturing in Red China today. 

II. The Badio Broadcasting Monitoring System 

Description of the monitoring system 

In February, 1950, the Coasunist government established the now 

3|fost of the Cuomintang officials had sideline business. 

Hsin, 8u, "Banking Hakes Its Own Consumers' Ooods," China Reconstructs, 
Vol. 10, Bo. 3, Msrch, 1961, p. 16. 
5 
jfjahsientign YU Tienshih (Radio and Television), Bo. 10, 1959> P^ S-^- 

■ 
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defunct loforaation Admlnlatratlon under which were all the newspapers^ 

broadcasting stations, few China lews Agency and international propa- 

6 
ganda nachlnery.  All radio work was directed by the Bureau cf Jtroad- 

casting. A Russian-educated engineer, Li Chan, headed the Bureau. His 

7 
deputy was Mel Yi, former editor-in-chief of the lew China lews Agency. 

A "Conference of Information Workers" was called oy the Information 

Administration, and it lasted from March 29 to April 16, 1950. Subse- 

quently, on April 23, 1950, the Information Admlnistrstion Issued its 

"Decisions on the Establishment of a Radio Broadcasting Monitoring 

network." 

ßie full text of the document follows: 

Decisions on the Establishment of Radio Broadcasting 
Monitoring Hetwork 

Radio broadcasting is one of the most effective tools for mass 
education and propaganda. It is even more useful in our country, 
considering the high rate of illiteracy, the poor ccanurleatlon system 
and the shortage of newspapers. For the past year the people's broad- 
casting work has developed rapidly. In many local organizations and 
the aimed forces, special persons for monitoring the programs of the 
Central Peop's's Broadcasting Station have been appointed. The 
results are good. In order to organize radio listening among the 
people effectively, the following decisions have been made» 

a 
1. All the county and municipal people's governments, which 

6 
Frederick T.C. Tu, The Propaganda Machine in Comminiet China, Rumen 

Resources Research Institute, Mucwell Air Force Base, Alabama, 1955» P« 32. 

7 
Jen-She Tl-Jen Ti Pa Che (The Eighth Serial of 'Know Your Boegy*), "Jai- 
pel. Central Publishing Company for Cultural Materials, 1952, "pp 97-98. 

8 
China is divided into provinces, each of which comprises an unspecified 
number of counties (hsien), generally from 60 to 100. Counties «re sub- 
divided into townships (hsiang), each of which consists of a number of 
villages. A county ranges from less than 10,000 to more than 10,000,000 
of population, but generally between 200,000 and 300,000 inhabitants. 

-'*>,.  -■ »-..■ -TflH-j, -ri|.- ■■-; -—- - ■--■ -■ - ■'--■-|- ■ -■'-\ ;.v^Yi^;7-(r^f
:T^'iifihii'.i".8intli 
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havB M yot ao broftdeaatlng Monitors, should Appoint appropriate 
paraona ylthln" tha goranaant to be aonltors» except In those big 
eltlea vhere Sally navspapers are available. 

The defies of the monitors «re to listen to end t«ke down 
nevit, political instructions and other laportart content broadcast 
by the Central and Froftnelal People'a Broadcasting Stations. The 
monitors should introduce and announce the proframs broadcast by the 
stations aantlonad aboTe and organize the local people to listen to 
important programs (such as lectures by government leaders and special 
leasons on aocial science). The county and municipal government and 
tha local People's Education Bureaus10 should circulate the news, 
instructions and other Important contents taken down by the monitors 
through small nevspapera,!! vail u^trapapers or duplicated bulletins.12 

2. Those units in the People's Liberation Army that aa yet have 
no monitors should appoint appropriate persons vithln the political 
sections^ at all levels to be monitors. The monitors' duties are 
same aa those of the civilians. The political staffs at each unit 
should circulate the neve, instructions and other iapc-tant content 
taken dcvn by the monitora through email newspapers, wall newspapers 
and duplicated bulletins. 

3> All organizations, agencies, factories and schools should 
appoint monltora and the number of monitors is at each unit'a own 
dlacretion. The duties of these monitors are to Introduce and aiinounce 
the broadcasting programs of tl', Central and Provincial People's Broad- 
casting Station and to organize persons within the unit to listen to 
important programs and to take down news which should circulate among 
the factory workers, students in school and staff members in State 
agencies through duplicated bulletins. 

She underline is by this author. 

10 
Thie so-called People's Education Bureaus were leftovers of the 

fctionallct agencies vhose duty was to promote literacy among the 
population. 

11 
Ir* plain words, small newspapers are mimeographed pamphlets. 

12The mimeographed pamphlets are pasted onto blackboards which were 
set up in street corners and in hallways of public buildings. 

13 
Tvf political sections ' re the Chinese Ccamnunist counterparts of the 

Ru^lan political comnlskArs. 
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Ik k.    The activists  «oong the people should volunteer to the 
broadcasting stations In the locality to be monitors. Their duties 
are to set up radio monitoring teams, to promote propaganda for the 
conte . of broadcasting, to recoonend programs to the listeners and 
to Invite people to participate in broadcasting. 

5. All the monitors should register with the Central or 
Provincial people's Broadcasting Stations and submit monthly reports 
on the state of their monitoring work and the listeners' reactions. 
It is the responsibility of these stations to guide the monitors' 
work, help them purchase, order, operate and repair radio sets, loud- 
speakers and gramophone records end Improve the broadcasting content 
in the light of the listeners' retcticab.j"- 

The "monitors" were recruited from th" staff members of the 
local government and the "activists" among the people. Sie 30-cc'led 
"activists" were those 1) who had "high political consciousness" tcid 
were willing to work for the local Party, 2) who were more r» >able to 
do the type of work specified than the cadres and 3) who had enaigh  ^ 
education to be a liaison between the higher authority and the masses. 

Patterns of Radio Broadcasting Monitoring 

After the Decisions on the Monitoring Networks was approved jy the 

State Council -- the executive branch of the Conmunlst government — a 

nationwide campaign began. 

Ik 
The so-called "activists" are persons among the populatl:^ at large, 

who are considered politically reliable. More discussion on this type 
of persons follows in this report. 

''prom Kwanpu SouJin Shou Ts'e (Handbook of Broadcasting Monitoring), 
Peking, Sanllen Book Store, pp. 1^7 
16 
Prom Yl Kao Chi Ch* Fen Tae Lien Hsl Twlng-chung, Twa Tun tun Tso 

(Rely on the Actlylsts to Establish Relationship with the Masses and 
to Carry Out Work Plan), Peking, Youth Publication Company, X952, p. 12. 

"To be a liaison" may refer to the ability to read the Party's 
Instruction and write up reports of work. 

^HlliffiMft^^ai. ^ffilMBNifgiiKasiii 



Every county govemaent «tarted to investigmte the msaber of 

usable radio sets in the area. A« stated in the Dacisions of the 

Information Adainistration, the radios used by the monitors were 

supposed to be purchased. Yet in scne provinces, private radio 

sets were requisitioned for monitoring purposes. For instance, it 

was renorted that 20 percent of the 100,000 radio sets privately 

17 
owned in the South-Central District  vere requisitioned for moni- 

toring. The remaining 60,000 sets vere scattered among the residents 

l8 
and the stores for individual listening. 

After acquiring the radio sets, the local governments proceeded 

according co the Information Administrations decisions to appoint full- 

time or part-time monitors. Presumably the monitors would receive tech- 

nical training from the local stations and operate in the way prescribed 

in the Decisions on the Monitoring Ketwork, to monitor news from the 

Central and Provincial People's Broadcasting Stations and then distribute 

it through pamphlets or blackboard bulletins. 

A monitor's second duty was to organize the local people for collec- 

tive listening, de methods of organizing varied from place to place. 

In a small village or county, the monitor needed hardly any organizing. 

He could bring the radio set to the village square where peasants 

gathered dally to trade Wa.th each other or to buy some consumer goods 

from merchants. To many simple-minded peasants, radio as still a 

novelty and it often drew a large crorrd as the one shown in the picture 

on page 7a- 

17      ' " 
In the initial period of the new comnunist regime, it divided CMna into 

six administrative districts: Inner Mongolia, northeast, lorth, forthwest. 
Southwest, South-central, and East China. 

Chung-Wan Kwang-Pu (Broadcasting in South-Central District), June 1, 
1951, p. 5. 

i 
■ - 
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Monltors in big citias faced different problans in organising 

coUeotive listening. Qie party's organ, the People's Daily, called 

for "educating tens of thousands of people simultaneously through ra^lo 

19 
broadcasting."   It was reported that in Wuhan of Hupeh 500,000 people 

were organized to listen to the lire broadcast of the "Accusation Nset- 

20 
ing o; the Suppression of Counter-Revolutionaries" on April 15, 1953- 

For an audience of such site, the possible places vere the athletic 

fields in schools and the :parks. 

Monitoring in factories, mines and enterprises was organized as 

follows: "in all publicly-run factories, mines, and enterprises where 

there are 300 or more workers or staff members and where no wired 

speakers bar* been set up, the labor unions in the unit should cooperate 

with related administrative mits to plan for the setting up of such a 

21 
system...."  The monitors were stationed in the dormitories in all 

public-owned factories and mines. They were required to organize 

22 
workers and their families for collective listening. 

23 
Administration of Monitoring Tears -' 

The monitors were formally under the dual leadership of the local 

government and the Provincial or Municipal Information Administration. 

19 
People's Daily, June 6, 1950. 

20 
"One Tear of people's Broadcasting Enterprise," H»ln-gua lueh-pao (Mew 

China Manthly.), Vol. k,  lo. 1, May 25/ 1951, p. lBl~^ 

Frederick T.C. IU, Ibid, p. 39. 
22 
Frederick T.C. Tu, loc. cit. 

2'* v Jiooetimes it was called monitoring stations.. 

m 
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ORPHIC NOT REPKODUCBtE 

A aonitoring teas in a remote Tillage in YUtman r^orlnee. The people 
in the picture belong to a ainority group, the Lira*, vhoae total poi«ulatlon 
i» JlT^öJ. (The picture ia froa Ta-kung, Lin, "Broadeaating for the People," 
China Heconatrueta, Vol. IV, Mo. 8, Auguat, 1955, p. 2. The figure ia tram 
«fev China Year Book (Japanese text), 1963, Tokyo, China Research Institute, 
P. 103.) 
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Actually, all monitoring teaas were supervlsed by the Prorincial or 

Municipal People's Broadcasting Station and the Party cells. 

The provincial or municipal offices of the Information Administra- 

tion held regular meetings for the representatives of monitors in various 

areas to discuss working conditions and to explore possibilities of 

i 
improving the monitoring work. The local offices of the information 

Administration were responsible for the training both technically and 

25 
politically. 

Broadcasting Monitoring in the Amy 

As stated in the Information Administration's decisions on moni- 

toring, members of the "political department" at various levels should 

be selected as monitors. The duties of a military monitor are the sane 

as those of a civilian monitor. 

By 1932, the armed forces in East China had more than 3,000 radio 

sets. However, it is not known how many soldiers were served by these 

sets. 

To Illustrate the operation of monitoring teams in the army, we 

quote a report by two monitors in a regiment In South-Central China: 

The Eighth Serial of 'Know Your Enea^y', op. cit., p. 99« 

25 
Loc. clt. 

26 
Liu, Tang-Shun, "Some Thoughts on the Radio Monitoring Work at Company 

Level," Chung-Man JCwang-Pu (Broadcasting; in South-Central pjetrlct), 
October 1, 1951, P« 17. 

The "political department" In Red China's armed forces Is the counter- 
part of the Russian political coomlssarlal system. 
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Slnce January (1951) alaost all the units in our reglnmt have 
bought radios.... low, our reglasen" has 21 radio sets, one for each 
ccapany. Ten units have bought loudspeakers. The regiment's political 
Section has made detailed regulations on the use and maintenance of 
these radio sets. The regulations forbid listening to 'Voice of America' 
and the reactionary broadcast fron Talvan. It also forbids the use of 
these radio sets for personal recreation. 

When it is the time for listening, the company commanders would 
assemble all the comrades and ve listen together. In case of important 
news or reports, the contpany coananders would conduct a roll call after 
radio listening. 

The monitoring teams are formed at each company by 13 to 1^ com- 
rades and in each platoon by three to four comrades vho are better 
educated than others. The monitoring comrades take turns to organixe 
listening, collect listeners' reactions and encourage soldiers to write 
letters to the stations. ' Hews monitored is circulated through small 
newspapers and duplicated bulletins. 

The monitoring teams often meet to discuss how collective listening 
could be better organized. s° 

Over the years, the growth of radio monitoring teams and stations was 

as follows: (See Table 1 on ppge 10.) 

27 
To promote literacy in the Amy and soldiers' prestige, the Central 

Pe^le's Broadcasting Station in Peking added a special "Armed Forces. 
Ho^.'' to its schedule in 1951* Soldiers were encouraged to write to 
this station which edited the letters and broadcast them. 

28 
Liu, Tang-Shun, o£. clt., p. 17- 

* 
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TABLE 1: Growth of Radio Monitoring Teams and Station« 
29 

Mumber of lumber of 
Year Monitoring Teams Monitoring Stations  lumber of Monitors 

1951 15,200 
(2,25^ In medium 
and small cities) 

no data 14,260 

1952 no data 20,519 42,722 

1953 15,850 20,519 no data 

1955 no data^ 50,200 
(11,000 in counties; 

no drta 

20,000 in armed forces; 
11,000 In fishing coops.; 
1,500 in minority race regions) 

1956 1*8,700 no data 
(11,000 in counties; 
17,000 in coops.; 
20,000 in rural and 
minority regions)3^ 

1957 (1,285 in minority    no data 
area of Yunnan province) 

1958 (561 in Tais and Lisus no data 
race regions of Yunnan 
Province) 

no data 

no data 

no data 

29 
The 1951 figures are fron "Great Effort to Expand Broadcasting among 

Workers," Broadcasting in South-Central District, 0£. cit.> 1952-1956 
from the Eighth Serial, og. cit.j! 1957 from the People^T'Daily, February 
15, 1957, and 195Ö from the People's Dally, February 25, 195Ö. 

30 
Since the Communists used the tbrme of "teams" and "stations" indis- 

criminate V (Ref. p. 8), the figure of monitoring stations of 1955 con- 
ceivably includes the number of teams. If we add the number of teams 
and stations in 1953, we obtain 36,369. It is reasonable that after 
a two-year period, the total number of teams and stations should reach 
50,200 as given in 1955. 

■^ The same estimate holds for the number of teams in 1956 Which must 
have incltled the number of stations. The reduction of number clearly 
is due to the missing of number of monitoring teams in the armed forces. 

iB» gmhitftfiMwtiiiWwt&asaaä^ j 
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"Radlo Monitoring la the 

People's Liberation Any* 
(from People's Liberation 
Army Plctorlalj February 
1952, pp. 26-350 

Two training classes of 
monitors in the army. 
(Hote that the monitors 
are women in uniform.) 

Lefti Lesson on <«dium> 
oscillator. 

Below: Lesson on the 
structure of radio. 
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GRA 
PHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

Above: Learning xo write io*m news dictated by the station. 

Below: The political director is taking down the content of "Arned 
Forces Hour" of the Central People's Broadcasting Station. 

 .--r~i-.,^-V-^-. -■ :.—■  - -  ■ ^: .1... ■. ......  . 
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GRAPHIC KOT EEPRODUGIB 

Collective liatealng: the loudepeeker Is that blac* square object on 
the tree to the left. 



'i0i' GRAPHIC 
A «onltoring tea« operating on the Korean front. 

WT BEPBODUCIB^ 

Neva Is mioeographed. 

Htiwa 1« "broadeaat** through 
a,'pap«r speaker. ^ 

Neva is posted on a bulletin hoard. 

  — ■ ■   -~^:    ^~ 
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Trmaltlon to Wired Broadcaatipg 

Tbe «onltorlng teaas ware in full «vlng frcm 1950 to 195$> After 

1956, with the eollectivitation of Tillages, Peking began to turn its 

attention to wired broadcaating stations. 

The Party's first Five-Tear Plan specifies that in the latter 

two yoars of the ^xan, 1956 to 1957, wired stations should be built to 

replace the aonitoring teams. However» monitoring teams would continue 

expanHAg in the regions inhabited by the minority people. 

XII. Wired Broadcaating in Coaauniat China 

A Description of the System 

Wired br jadcesting was first use a extensively in the Soviet Union 

under a different name -• "the radio diffusion exchange." Conmuniat 

China's wii-ed broadcaating is identical with the Russian diffusion 

exchange In certain aspects. 

Professor Ihkeles wrote ofthe Russian diffusion exchanges- 

The t<jtxivalent of the radio station in the system of wired recep- 
tion is the diffusion exchange. The exchange has a powerful aerial 
receiver that picks up the broadcasts from the central or local radio 
stations, tfhe broadcasts picked up by the receiver as well as those 
brought in directly over the inter-city telephone lines, as in an 
ordinary radio hookup, are intensified and strengthened. They are then 
sent over a system of wires, radiating in all directions from the ex- 
change, to the home of the subscriber. Tht*e the subscriber's wired 
radio speaker transforms the electrical signal into the usual sounds. 

"Struggle to Realise the First Five-Ter-r plan on Radio Broadcasting," 
Wuhsientien (Radio), lo. 9,  1955, p. 3. 

There will be a separate section on bmadcastlng in areas inhabited 
by the minority people. 
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The exchange ■ recelyer, vhich 1« the cor« of the aystea, 
«ay ranfce fron eoaplloated, epeclallj constructed, mitiple-tube 
receiving eete capable of picking up abort, aadiu», and long 
vares at oonaiderable diatanoea, to ordinary battery-type receivers 
such as are frequently used on fanu....33 

The Chine*e vired broadcasting stations can be aiBllarly claasi- 

fied into tvo types: the coaplicated and tfai ordinary battery-operated 

receiTsra. 

The first type consists aainly of an aaplifler and a switch- 

board which are housed in a studio, shown in the picture on the aast 

page (p. 11%) • The aerial receiver of the station picks up the 

broadcasts fraa the Central and ProTincial People's Broadcasting 

Station. The broadcast then is anplifled and aent through the 

switchboard to the loudspeakers in Tillage aquarca, coanunal dining 

halls, factories and other public places. 

The second type of wired recelTer consists of a fiwe or six- 

▼alTe radio and a microphone as shown below. A group of loud- 

speaker« is connected with this receirer. The operator can plug 

in the microphone and aace a direct statement. 

A cosBBunal wired 
station in the acuntain- 
ous region in Fukien. 
This is the second type 
of wired broadcasting w» 
described abore. (The 
picture ia adopted froai 
Wuhsieotien (Radio), lo. 1, 
ISSCT    

CtfOT 
EEPR0D^CIB1^ 

33 
Alex inkeles. Public Opinion in aoviet Russia; A Study in Mass 

Persuasion. Canbrldge. Harvard University Press, 195B, pp. 259-2UO. 
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Shown here is the wired broadcaatiog station of "Red Star" (BUng Hsin) 
Collective Farm in the outakirts of Peking. Thla fan la conaldered to be a 
■odel and was shown to all the foreign visitors to Rad China. 

Hie aaplifier la on the left eoxner of the picture and a graaophone la 
on the switchboard. 

(The picture la adopted frost Wuhslentlen (Radio), Ro. 2, 1956, inaida 
cover.) 
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Figure 1:    Control and Actalnistration of the Monitoring Teams 
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In March, 1955, the Broadcasting Administration Bureau distributed 

10,000 radio receivers to densely populated agricultural, animal husbandry 

and fishery cooperatives and 1,500 receivers to the minority groups in 

Itmnan, Kveichov, Sinklang, Hainan and Inner Mongolia. 

TSxe receivers were originally used for monitoring work. In late 

1953, those sets were utilited for wired broadcasting. The following is 

a description of the four types of battery-operated receivers distributed 

to the above-mentioned regions for wired broadcasting: 

1. Super-infradyne five-valve battery-operated, B.C., receiver; 

designed specially for small towns and villages without electricity 

_  35 service. 
Frequency: Medium-wave:  550-1600 K.C. 

Short-wave:  3.8-12.2 M.C. 

Battery:   Two A batteries and two B batteries 

2. Super-infradyne five-valve battery-operated, B.C., medium-short 
36 

wave receiver; designed for regions without electricity. 

Frequency: Medium-wave:  550-1600 I.C. 
Short-wave:  5.5-I8.5 M.C. 

Battery:   A and B battery 

3. Super-infradyne five-valve battery-operated, B.C., medium and 

37 short-wave receiver. 

Frequency. Medium-wave:  550-1600 X.C. 
Short-wave:  3.9-12.5 M.C. 

34 
Wuhslentlen (Radio), lo. 5, 1955, p- 4. 

^^Wuhsientlen (Radio), lo. 5> 1955, P- 19- 

36 
Wuhslentlen (Radio), Ho. 6, 1955, p. 21. 

31 Ibid., p. 82. 
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4. Super-Infrrdyne five-valve battery-operated, D.C, medl^un 

and Bhort^wav^ veceiver; designed for villages, tovns and fishing ports 

38 
and also for use of geological survey teams. 

Frequency: MBdium-wave: 520-1600 JC.C* 
Short-wave:  3.9-12.1 M.C. 

Better,:   Two A batteries and two B oatteries 

There i^ another type of receiver produced in China that could, be 

39 used for wired broadcasting: 

Title:    Yuan Chen Radio (Long Distance Radio) 

Structure: Super-infradyne, nine-valve, A.C., relaying radio 
set; loudspeakers could be connected. 

Frequency: Medium-wave:  550-1600 K.C. 
Short-wave:  3'9-7.5 M.C. 

9.2-12  M.C. 
14.6-18  M.C. 

The Chinese Camnunists have two major reasons for their plans to 

develop wired instead of wireless broadcasting. 

First, wired broadcasting, the Chinese Camnunists frankly admit, 

is cheaper than wireless broadcasting. According to a coanunlst estimate, 

the building of one wired broadcasting station with 150 loudspeakers 

would cost ¥ 7,000 ($2,800) and the monthly maintenance cost would be 

¥ 90 ($36). But to buy 150 radio sets would cost 1 20,000 ($8,000) and 

38 
Wuhsientlen (Radio), Mo. 8, 1955, p. 18. 

39 
luo-tlhan Iwang-Pu Sou-Yin Chi Shou-T'se (Handbook of China-Made Radio 

Receivers), Shanghai, Shanghai Electronic Equipment Purchase and Supply 
Station, and Shanghai Publication Company of Science and Technology, 
1959, P. 247- 

Readers can compare the outward figure of this receiver with the 
picture on p. 
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the monthly maintenance cost would be from ¥ 1,500 to ¥ 2,000 ($600 to 

ko 
$800). Forth.irmore, every radio set requires one operator. 

Second, with loudspeakers in public places or even in peasants' 

homes, the Cr-mnunists not only control peoples' listening but also 

insulate them fron enemy broadcast. Moreover, wired speakers could be 

extremely useful in war. The Conmunists usually cite the story of the 

siege of Leningrad in World War II to illustrate the vital function of 

the wired network in war. Professor Inkeles vrites: 

Under the siege conditions the Leningrad wired net operated 
around the clock. During hours when no regular programs were on, 
and throughout the night, the Leningraders kept their speakers tuned 
in. The slow beat of a metronome kept the wire alive. Whenever it 
was necessary to make an important announcement, the beat of the 
metronome vaa repldly increased. Thus, at all times, the officials 
were able to maintain direct contact with the people, to  ' .*ansmit 
orders, warn of danger, or make special ainouncemeuts.^1 

Problems in Building Wired Broadcasting Stations 

The Chinese Coananists have their problems in developing wired broad- 

casting. One of them is electricity. 

At the end of 1952,  the geographical distribution of generating 

plant«! as a percentage of the national total was: Manchuria, 35.8 per- 

cent; East China, 30.8 percent; forth China and Inner Mongolia, 18.3 

percent; South-Central, 9A percent; Southwest, k.5 percent; and forth- 
k2 

west, 1.2 percent. 

^Tftihsientlen (Radio), No. 2, 1956, p. 5.    (¥ stands for conmunlst 
Chinese dollar. 

Inkeles,  ibid., p. 2M+. 

ntUan-Li, Wu, "Power Crisis in Communist China," Current Scene, Vol. 1, 
No. 3k,  June 20, 1962, p. k. 
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Except Manchuria, the large power plants vere concentrated in such 

industrial and densely populated coastal cities as Shanghai, Tientsin, 

Taingtao and Canton. 

Peking's first Five-Year plan called Jfor 2^ large hydro-plnnts 

and 76 thermal plants. But the govermaent has not released any infor- 

mation on the outcome of the plan. 

Since 1958 Peking has been urging local governments to build small 

hydro-plants. It conducts a nationwide campaign of building crude 

generating plants of every conceivable typ«. Western scholars have 

estimated that only a small number of the planned hydro-plants vere 

actually established.   The Conounist press openly admitted that power 

shortage is a serious problem in the nation's Industry. 

Obviously, it is much easier to build wired broadcasting stations 

in regions sucn .~j Manchuria and East China than In other areas wLere 

the Commmlsts nnnt use crude methods to generate power for broadcasting. 

For instance, a small radio station operates with a hand generator In a 

mountain region in Sinklang province.   In other places, gas motor, 

wind motor, small hydro-motor and even tractors were utilized to generate 

^5 
power.   One has therefore reason to suspect that the Conwunist plan to 

build thousands of wired stations in a short time under such circumstances 

is perhaps a bit too ambitious. 

^3 
LOG, cit. 

■ 

Wuhslentien (Radio), Fo. 5, i960, p. 17. 

^^luhsientien (Radio), lo. 3, 1956, p. 3. 

- -^Ä; 
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In countle« and towtuj where there vae telephone service, wired 

kroadeaating stetlons utilised the telephone lines. In 1957, the Coa- 

aunists reported that 62 percent of the townships in the nation had 

telephones, in i960, telephone service was reported to coyer all the 

cities in China and 60 percent of the production teaas.   The rout 

recent report stated that tele^.-me lines hare linked up 95.8 percent 

of people's ccsBBunes in rural areas. 

Of course, the reglae could hare easily expanded wired broadcast- 

ing if all these telephone lines had been utilized for broadcasting. 

This was clearly inspossible. Even in i960, CooBunist China's radio 

Journals were filled with ccnplaJ   against the tapping of broad- 

casting lines on the telephone lines. Telephone ccanmmication often 

Interfered with broadcasting. In some counties certain hours were set 

aside for broadcasting only. In others, the local telephone operator 

flatly refused to let broadcasting wires be tapped on the telephone 

lines. As a result, many conaunes which had equipnent for broadcasting 

46 
The Coomane is divided into production brigades which consist of 

production teams, the lowest level of organization. 

47 
Peking Review, Mo. 20, Nay IT, 1963, p. k. 

T 
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and telephone lines still could not function because telephone lines 

were not u«ed. 

Growth of Wired Broadcasting Stations 

In spite of the technical problems and the power shortage, wired 

stations seemed to continue to grow on the Chinese mainland, if the 

official records are to be trusted, in 1952, the wired stations 

1*9 
numbered 32?.   In 1959, there were 9,^35 ccomine and 1,669 county 

50 , 
wired stations.   The number of loudspeakers Jumped from 16,200 In 

1952 to 1^,570,000 in i960.51 

U8 
Wuhsientien (Radio), Vo. 5, I960, p. 21. ühls Journal gives one type 

of circuit for tapping the wired broadcasting lines onto the telephone 
lines: 

Telej^nne line to 
county switchboard       f For hroatlcasting 

Telephone line wwv 
County 
V. station 

Phone 
Trunsformer     1 KB communication 

 ▼ 
I For broadcasting 
I listening 

line V Telephone line 
 I i switch In the _| _* switch in the houseliold 

4 •        I     **»-      . ^m 
To county switchboard     >       For phone coanunlcatlon 

The switch in the peasant's house controls choice of phone conversation 
or broadcasting listening. (Circuit adopted fron Radio, 10. 3, 1956, p. 6.) 

From Ten Great Years, Peking, Foreign Language Press, i960, p. 208. 

50 
Commmist China Digest, Joint Publications Research S'srrlce, lo. 20, 

July 26, I960, p. 56" 

Loc. cit. 

= .■■-.- läEaSr^mvTOfc^aiaräicBi i 
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Ihe wired broadcasting network seemed to be aost caaplete and 

powerful in Shan, hai, KVangtung, Hellunklang, Kirin, Kiangsu, Anhwei 

and Eupch. Anong then, Shanghai, Kwangtung; and Hellunklang have the 

desired number of wired stations in 8k  percent of the farm cooperatives. 

In Klrin, Liaonlng, Kwangtung and Fukien, every county has a bro&dcast- 

52 
ing station and most of the townships had loudspeakers. 

The pattern of growth confirms the belief that the wired broad- 

casting was successful mainly in areas where power supply was relatively 

sufficient (Ref. p. 16). Also the provinces along China's two main 

railways, Ping-Han (Peking to Hankow) and YUeh-Han (Canton to Hankow), 

developed wired broadcasting networks rapidly. 

According to Comnunist reports, wired stations continued to grow 
- 

after 1959. The People's Daily reported that in i960 every commme in 

Anhwei had a wired station. It is not known how many communes existed 

in Anhwei in i960. However, there were 1,0514- ccmnunes in this province 

in 1958* tlince then the government had merged communes, the number by 
1 

i960 must have been reduced. Yet we do not know the extent to which 

the CGBOBunes in Anhwei was reduced. 

In 1962 Klrln was reported to have an average of one loudspeaker 

for every five households in the rural area and the total number of 

53 
speakers was 500,000. 

52 
Ching-kwel, Chu, "The Development of Broadcasting for the latlonal 

Minorities," Hsin-Wen Chan-Helen (Hews Front), Ho. 11, 1959* P- 25- 

51 JChao Tse-Jen, "Study on Commmlst Broadcasting System," Ta-Lu Fei- 
Chln Che-pao, (Quarterly Report on Conaaunist Mainland), Sixth Division 
of Kuomintang, Taipei, October, 1962, p. 5- 
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The total number of loudspeakers In the nation In 1962 Is not 

known. The most recent information indicates that therj are "more 

than k.5 million loudspeakera scattered throughout the rural, pastoral 

and forest areas...."^ It seems that Kirin has one-ninth of all the 

speakers in the nation. This may not be the case. But Kirin is the 

first province to experiment with vlred stations and loudspeaker 

systems, and it has relatively sufficient power supply. It is there- 

fore entirely possible that Kirin has more speakers than other provinces 

in the nation. 

In 1962 Shangtung had reportedly loudspeakers in peasants' homes 

in half of the villages in the province and a wired broadcasting station 

in each county. It is difficult to specify the number of the wired 

stations because the Ccaammists constantly change the number of counties 

in all the provinces. It is known, however, that in 1959 there were 93 

counties in Shangtung. Ibis means that some 90 wired broadcasting 

stations exist in the province. Shangtung was also reported to have 

trained nearly 1,000 Journalists and technicians to staff the wired 

55 
broadcasting stations. 

5^ 
Survey of China Mainland Press, Ho. 3137> August 12, 1963, p. 17. 

55 
"East China Peasants Welcome Rediffusion Centers," Survey of China 

Mainland Press, April 30, 1962, p. 23. 

■ "-■■-■.-1 
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56 
TABLE 2: Growth of Wir. ' Broadcast Ina Stations in Coonvulst Chlna^ 

Year Kuaib^r of Vlred Broadcasting Stations   Loudspeakers 

19i*9 8 500 

1950 51 2,200 

1951 183 6,100 

1952 327 16,200 

1953 5^1 31,800 

1951* 577 ^7,500 

19;-5 835 90,500 

1956 1,1*90 515,700 

1957 1,700 993,200 

1958 6,772 2,987,500 

1959 11,124 U,570,000 

i960 

1961 

1962 

1963 — 4,500,000 

56 
"^Figures fro« 19^9 to 1958 are fror Ten Qreat Years, 0£. oit., p. 208; 
figures of 1950 are tmn CoMjunlat china Digea'w, JPHB, Io.~SJ, July 26, 
i960, p. 56. Among the 11,124 stations, l,oö9 vere county stations, 
and 5,435 ccnmune stations. The figure of 1963 is based on idA 
release on August 7, 1963 irtiich reported that, in fact, the nuaber of 
loudspeakers are "yncve than 4.5 million" lr, 1963. 
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Pleura 2:    A Ocheoatlc Repiv ..entatlon of Wired Broadcasting la 
CoammlBt China 
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I?. BroadcMtlng for th« Minority latlonalltlM 

Wired broadoMtlcs and monitoring taami also ware estsbUahed 

in region« inhabited by the ainorlty people. China has 50 minority 

race«. The total populatlOL of tSm CSxlneee alnorlty peopley up to 
57 I960, vae 36,000,000.   Ihe ninority, doninant area« are In the 

nation's frontier regions. Inner Mongolia, Sinkiang and Tibet, 

elthiiugh «inority oc—«ultles are scattered all through China. 

CHINA G 

iL we—«nm iitnMuG ^ 

  ! 

t 
:SMKIANG: 

ZTstNCHAi; : __tr. 

TIMT: 
■■M)    (   M 

—— V NIIW.HSIA-.^I      1       V-x.j r ^ 

r S      )        A    r'" 

:s/tciiUAN 
v- n 

.«ew/r/( f/w.v^ tf^ 

TM«iu>*e < ^( 

The shaded areas Indicate the minority race regions. 58 

57 
Jgnjttn Sou-T'se (people's Handbook), i960, p. 27^. 

58 
Adopted from Snov, Bdgar, The Other Bitto of the Rj^er; Red China 

Today, lev York, Random gouse, 1902, p. '/TO.       _ "" 
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Inner Mongolia 

Before radio monitoring teams and v.ired broadcasting stations 

could be set up in Inner Mongolia, the Central People's Broadcasting 

Station in Peking had regular Mongolian language programs serving the 

Mongolian people. 
» 

In 1935,  the People's Council of the loner Mongolian Autonomous 

59 
Region  stated that by the end of that year, 575 monitoring teams 

would be set up. Of these, 369 were to serve the agricultural, herding 

60 
and fishery cooperatives. 

In Nay, 1958, the first wired broadcasting station was established 

in Inner Mongolia. It was set up among a group of 13 permanent Mongol 

tent-dwellers.   Loudspeakers were installed within the tents. This 

station rebroadcast dally the programs of the Mongolian People's Broad- 

casting Station at paotou, capital of the Mongolian Autonomous Region. 

It also put on its own programs on weather, methods of animal husbandry 

and literary or cultural matters. It was planned that 500 more such 

62 
stations would be built in Inner Mongolia. 

59 
ttxe Conrnmlst Chinese government established "autonomous" (in a 

corrupt sense of the once-meaningful wori) regions for the minority 
people, übere are five autonomous regions in China. The People's 
Council of the Autonomous Region is the executive branch of the 
regional government. 

KVangndng Jlh Pao (prengming Daily), September 6, 1955. 

o^Qie Mongols live in the so-called "Mongol tents" which are mfc.de of 
animal skins. The tents can be easily folded and carried on horseback, 
übe permanent ones cannot be folded. 

topic's ixily. Nay 25, 195Ö. 

.^L._-. ._..-^,: ' . ■ _ 
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1 

63 
Bty 1959 it was reported that roost of the banners  and 5« percent 

At present ther* are about ten vlreless stations in HqpgoUa, 

'/hieb ore the nuclei of the wired station. 

Qthei Minority CoBmunities 

in Sinkiang, the regier-l People's Broadcasting Station in Tlhva 

65 
serves some 360 monitoring teems.   In March, 1955» the Central govern- 

ment in Peking distributed 350 five-valve super-infradvne radio 

receivers to Sinklang province (ref. p. 12). 

in Tsinghai, 11 wired broadcasting stations and 32^ monitoring 

stations were established among villages and ranches. Al1, the stations 

rebroadcast programs from the Central People's Broadcasting Station, in 

66 
addition to their own local programs. 

in Ewangsi, 35,000 Chuang people once gathered to listen to the 

first Chuang-language programs from the Central people's Broadcasting 

Station. ^ In 1957 a wired station for the Teo race in the same 

68 
province was set up. 

63     ' ——  -  -  -  — —  - 

Banners are the lowest administrative units in Mongolia. 

"Broadcasting for the Minority people," Hsln-Wen Chaii-Hsien (Hews 
Front), lo. 11, 1959, ^25. 

65 
Frcn unpublished manuscript: George Wong, "Northwest Handbook," 

Far Eastern and Russian institute, university of Washington, Seattle, 
undated, p. 29. 

People's Daily, January 12, 1957. 

jroa<<casting for the Minority Pe 

^Tlan-Fang Jih-pao (Southerr Daily), April 10, 1957. 

67 
"Broadcasting for the Minority People," Mews Front, C£. cit., p. 25. 

of the communes in Inner Mongolia had established wired stations. 
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GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

A Mongolian radio announcer at pangrenhaot« Wlrad Broadeaatlng Station 
(adopted fro« Radio, Ro. 9,  1955). 
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In Yunnan, where 13 different minority races reslds, there were 

kk wired stations and 5,6$*  speakers by 1957- In addition, SOBS 1,203 

monitoring teaac served the ÜCals people. In 1958 another 2k  wired 

stations and 561 monitoring teams were set up to serve the Tals and 

69 
Llsus race. 

By the end of 1950, there were 778 wired broadcasting stations 

in rural areas for the minority people in Inner Mongolia, Sinklang, 

Kwsngsi, Hinghsia, and the small minority conanunities in Szechuan, 

70 
Kansu, Ewelchow, Yunnan and Bunan. 

V. The Growth of Radio Stations 

The rapid growth of the local radio networks is in proportion 

to the development of the central broadcasting system. There were Jk 

public stations in 1951- In 1961 there were 138. In addition to its 

domestic networks, the regime has an international propaganda system 

71 
and a special unit for broadcasting to Taiwan. 

The nerve center is the "Broadcasting Mansion" in Peking. It is 

the headquarters of the Central People's Broadcasting Stations, cenmonly 

known in the Vest as Radio Peking. It has 25 medium-wave lengths and 

78 short-wave lengths for domestic broadcasting and three medium-wave 

and 9!* short-wave lengths for international broadcasting. It has 2k 

broadcasting studios, and a Russian-made 300-kllowatt transmitter, 

^People's Dally, February 25, 1958. 

70 
"Broadcasting for the Minority Peop.i," Hews yront, op. clt., p. 25. 

71 
Chac Tse-Jeng, oj). clt., p. 1. 
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GRAPHIC NOT REPRODÜCIBL1! 

Control roam of Radio Peking. 
all the equlpaent wa« »ade IJ China« 
reconatructa, Auguat, 1955» P« 3) 

.oniata elaiaed that 
(Adopted froa China 

. ;-.-.-.  -L^^.^  -.:....^   ,:.!:       .    .■■■:.J-~:  -,-. ■■     _. 

« 
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claimed by the Ccaanuniats as the biggest aedlum-vave transmitter In 
72 

Asia. 

The provincial and nunlclpal broadcasting stations serve partly 

as relaying stations for Radio Peking to the thousands of wired broad- 

casting stations In counties and comnunes. 

Some provincial stations also sponsor foreign language broadcasts 

and use the identification of Radio Peking. Ihey are: Ewangtung 

People's Broadcasting Station in Canton with a 250-ki.Iowatt transmitter; 

the Nanchang People's Broadcasting Station with a Czech-made 150-kllowatt 

transmitter in lanchang, Kiangsl and the Chengchow People's Broadcasting 

Station with a Hungarian-made transmitter. 

- 
Host of the county stations are wired. Yet, in a county In 

Kiangsu province, an area of 730 square miles with many small and 

medium-slued lakes, the local government found it difficult to erect 

poles for wired broadcasting. Hence, in 1958 a wireless station was 

built, the first wireless county radio station in China. It has a 

100-vatt transmitter and serves 800,000 peo^jja in the region. Die 

7^ 
total cost of this station was reported to be only ¥ 1,000 (U.S. $400). 

^id., p. 2. 

■^Chao Tse-jeng, loc. cit. 

Ik 
twangming Daily, October 9,  195Ö. 

" 
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VI. Growth of Broadcasting Power and Develojanent ir. Technology 

The development of the electronic industry in Coommist China, 

although a rather remarkable phenomenon, has escaped the serious 

attention of students of Comnunist China. This section discusses the 

manufacturing of radio sets, tubes and other related electronic instru- 

ments. It also takes up the matter of amateur radio clubs in mainland 

China. 

In the period of the first pive-Year plan, the Coomunists re- 

ceived technical aid from the Soviet Union and East Oermany. At the 

end of the Plan, the nation was able to produce transmitters, elec- 

tronic tubes and other broadcasting equipment. 

In 1957/ the Peking Broadcasting Equipment Factory succeeded In 

making a 120-kilowatt transmitter, which had 300,000 parts and could 

75 be used for international broadcasting as veil as tele-communication. 

In i960, a radio factory in Kiangsu province manufactured a small 

300-watt transmitter for the use of communes.' 

By 1957; there was already an electronic tube factory in Peking 

vhich had 351 "production units" and thousands of workers. In the same 

year a new radio equipment factory was completed in Peking with the 

77 aid of East Qeruan technicians.'' 

7*5 
People's Daily, February 27, 1957« 

76 
Wuhsienti»n (Radio), Ho. 5> I960, p. 20. 

•^Chao Tse-Jeng, oj). cit., pp. 11-12. 
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78 TABLE 3: Orowth of "People's Broadcasting Stations" i>. China 

Year ~~    Kumber of Stations 

1951 5^ 

1952 71 

1953 73 

1958 97 

1959 122 

1961 138 

1962 ikl 

1963 Ihl 

79 TABLE ki    Qrovth of Broadcasting Power in China 

Year  Broadcasting Power 

19^9 107.9 kilowatt 

1952 1<73.5 

1956 5^7.5 

1957 2,851.5 

78 
Chao Tse-Jeng, 0£. cit., pp. 1-2. 

'*\hi,  Ewan-chou, Kuan-Shih Scu-Yin Chi (caystal Radio Beceivers), Peking, 
China Youth Publication cäs^Sny^ 1960» p. 5.       ""     "~ 
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Shan^iai is another radio and electronic industry center in 

Ccomunist China. About a hundred kinds of electronic tubes were manu- 

factured here. Radio factories produced loudspeakers, conetypo loud- 

speakers and microphones. Electronic instruments were produced for the 

nation's industry such as high-frequency ovens, modulating telephones, 

telephones for use in mines, oscillographs, impedance bridges and 

80 electronic thermostats. 

In 1956 there vere only 36 items of the electronic devices pro- 

fli 
duced in Shanghai.   me number Jumped to 219 In 1957 and again to 

839 in 1958. These items include: supersonic liquid steel testing 

devices, supersonic fish detector, high altitude weather measuring 

device, standard signal generator, microwave measurement device, tap* 

recorder, semi-conductor tubes, vacuuo tubes, facsimile telegraph and 

82 
automatic exchange. 

Factories producing electronic equipment were also established 

in Chengtu and Chungking in Szechuan, Tientsin in Hopeh province, and 

Nanking in Klangsu province. Factories producing radios for the general 

public were established in Shanghai, Hanking, Hankow, Tientsin, Peking, 

Canton and Chengtu. fiy the end of 1959 there were some 200 radio 

factories in the nation. In Tientsin alone, there were 20 broadcasting 

83 
equipment factories. 

__ _        __. _____      .      _       . 

Wuhslentien jfu Tlenshlh (Radio and Television) Ho. 10, 1959, pp. U-5. 

liOC. clt 

82 

83 

82 
Loc. cit 

Chao Tse-Jeng, loc. cit. 

. . -.*--.:4Sg 
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TA3LE 5: Orovth Outpu of Radio Sat« In China 
8k 

Tear Iaoü>er of Sets 

195^ 

1957 

1958 

1959 

i960 

1961 

1962 

28,61*1 

370,000 

1,200,000 

1,500,000 

1,500,000 

1,500,000 

1,500,000 

6k 
Figure of 1954 is frca Rege^rch Report, 1960^ Hong long. United 8t8*^8 

Infemation Service, 1961, p. ^7; figures front 1957 to i960 are fro« 
Chao Tse-Jeng, 0£. cit., pp. 7-8. übe figures of 1961 and 1962 are 
estimates. 
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1 

Tvo major radio factoriea producing sets for the general public are 

Nanking Radio F-ctory and Shanghai lladio Factory. In July, 1^57, the Hanking 

factory was reporiedly producing 350 sets a day; later It turned out 

IO b« 400 radio sets a day. This factory manufactures the popular brand 

called "panda" from a five-valve, twu or three-vave length radio set (shown 

below.) 

■ear: ^ - i 1 i^^^KS^S'mim 

"Panda"    Super-infradyne, A.C., .' re-valve, three-wave lengtl": 
nelium,    520-1600 K.C;    short-wave,    3.S-9.O and 9-l8 M.C. Estinate 
pr.^ce:    y   200    (US $80).    (Adapted froni Radio, no. 1, i960,) 

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE 
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85        1 
Th« radio sets produced In Shanghai were of the following types: 

?.. Three-valve, regenerative A.c  oedium-wcve, 550-1600 K.C., 

radio; 

2. pour-valve, super-infradyne A.C., medium-wave, 550-1600 K.C., 

and portable battery-operated type with same wave length; 

3« Five-valve, super-infradyne A.C., two or three-wave length 

radios. 

Two-wave length:   Medium; 550-1600 I.e. 
Short; ranges from 6-l8, 5.5-l8.5> 

5.8-18, 3.9-12.1 to 3-9-12.5 M.C. 

Three-wave length: Me?:'um; 550-1600 K.C. 
Short; I - from 5-5-18.5, 5-8-18, 3.6-8 

to 9-12.1 M.C. 
II - from 3.85-12.5, 3-5'19 to 

8-18 M.C. 

Price: Y 12? (U.S. $50.UO) 

4. Six-valve, super-infradyne A.C., two-wave, medium (55>0-l600 K.C.) 

and short-wave (5.8-I8 M.C.). 

5. Seven-valve, super-lnfradyae A.C., all-wave radio: 

Medium-wave: 520 1600 K.C. 
Short-wave: I - 3-95-7-6 M.C. 

II - 9-12-1 M.C. 
Ill - 1^.5-19 M.C. 

6. Fourteen-valve, super-Infradyne A.C., all-vave radio: 

Medium-wave: 52O-16OÜ K.C. . 
Short-wave-, I - 3-95-7-6 M.C. 

II - 9-12.1 M.C. 
III - IU.5-I9 M.C, 

_ 

All the types are from Kuo-Chan Kwang-Pu Sou-Yin Shou Tse (Handbook of 
China Made Radio Receivers), Shanghai, ShangLiel Electronic Equipment 
Purchase and Supply Station and Shanghai Fublicatlon Company of Science 
and Technology, 1959- 
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GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

Different kinds of radios B*de In China. (Fro« Rsdio, lo. I, i960.) 

Youngsters are shown assembling radio parts at "Radio Aaateur Club 
for Youngsters" In Peking. (Adopted frosi Radio, lo. 1,  1996.) 

GRAPHIC NOT REPRODUCIBLE^ 
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At present every province except Tibet has its own factory pro- 

ducing radio sets and loudapeakers. In 1958 the radio factories in 

Heiiunkiang were capable of producing 300,000 loudspeakers. In 1939 

iwnngtung province produced 1,200,000 microphones and 2,U50 "vave- 

86 
carriers" for wired broadcasting. 

There are several government-sponsored amateur radio organisations 

in China to conduct researches on radio science. In 1958 there were 20 

radio amateurs' clubs in the nation. In 1959 the number increased to 

50. In December, 1958, an exhibition of products made by the radio 

amateur clubs all over China was opened in Peking. On display were 

crystal sets, radio sets, radio controlled flrplane models, television 

sets, transistor radios, transmitters, supersonic-oscillators and other 

87 
electronic devices. 

Hie CoBBunists also organized yourvjsters into amateur radio clubs. 

All over China school children were seer, assembling simple crystal or 

one-tube radio sets. In Peking, a "Raclo Amateur Club for youngsters" 

was organized by the Young Pioneer Corps which is an organization for 

school-age children. Ttla  amateur clib consisted of 32 youngsters who 

met every Riursday and Friday afternoon. At each meeting a lecture on 

radio was given by the director of the club and the youngsters were 

88 
usually organized into two groups to practice assembling radio parts. 

86 
Chao Tse-Jeng, 0£. cit., p. 12. 

7Wuhsientien (Radio), lo. 1,, 196(3, p. 2. 

e8Wuhsientien (Radio), lo. 7, 1956, p. 2. 
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:; 

Since 1957, the Comamlits have exported radio set», transmitter« 

and electronic tubes. Chinese radio sets were first exported to South 

and North Africa and South America. After 1958, thousands of electronic 

tubes vere exported to Egypt and Singapore. In the same period five 

types of Chinese-made electronic tubes vere exported to Western Europe. 

In .July, 195&,  for instance, a Vest German merchant bought from Coanunlst 

China 670,000 electronic tubes -valued at $200,000. In i960 the "United 

Exchanges of Instruments" in Canton sold 1,400 portable radio sets to 

89 
Hong Kon^. 

lumber of Radio Sets in Conmunist China 

It is virtually impossible to determine the exact number of radio 

sets in Comnunist China. But some reasonable estimates can be made on 

the basis of the available bits and pieces of information n the subject 

from a variety of sources. 

In 1958, according to one report, there vere 3,000,000 radio sets 

owned by Chinese citizens.^ In 1959, according to another source, the** 

vere 3,500,000 radio sets in mainland China, but the report did not 

91 
specify vhether they vere private or public sets.   Still another source 

reported that in 1959 China had 7,000,000 radio sots excluding the 

crystal sets.   The figure seems to include both the private a^d public 

sets. A reasonably good guess is that the 3,500,000 sets given earlier 

^Chao Tse-jeng, op. cit., p. 15. 

90 
Chuan leah, Sou-Tin Kvang-Pu Chan-Shih (Common Knovledge on fladio 

Listening), Peking, Publication Company for Popularisation of Science, 
1958, p. 4. 

91, 

92 

Communist China Digest, JPB8, July 26, i960, p. 56. 

Chou Hsin-vu, "China "broadcasts to the World," Cowaunist China Digest, 
JPR8, September 26, i960, pp. 96-97- 
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might veil be privately owned. If so, China had an ircreaee of 5^0*000 

private radio sets from 1958  to 1959- 

Assuming that this were the annual rate of increase from 1959 to 

1962, CMna should now have as many as 5,000,000 privately-owned radio 

sets. And since the 1959 figure suggests a one-to-one ratio between 

private and public sets, one could expect China to have as many as 

10,000,000 radio sets In I962. 

The main assumption here is that the radio set wear-out rate la 

low. As a matter of fact, a defecting Conmunist pilot said in Taiwan 

that the five-valve radios made in China were of very high quality. 

Yet how many of these 10,000,000 se»s are of the five-valve type, we 

do not know. 

3 

VII. Control of Radio Equipment and Personnel 

The Chinese Communists probably look at their achievements in 

radio with mixed feelings. Understandably, they are justifiably proud 

of their performance in radio manufacturing and their advances in 

electronics. Conceivably, however, the very success of the Communists 

may produce some adverse effects. 

For instance, the five-valve radios are now available to the 

general public and seme segments of the population cun afford to buy 

them. While the Communists should expect these sets to increase the 

listenership for their own programs, they cannot prevent people from 

using the same sett? to pick up foreign broadcasts such as Voice of 

America or BBC. Similarly, popularisation of radio assembling can be at 



(1) Complete sets of radio tranemitters, radio-conmumlcation 
receivers, voice transmitter-receivers, and voice/cw receivers. (The 
last item refers to super-heterodyne receivers equipped with beat- 
frequency oscillator, and regenerative type receivers capable of 
receiving ail bends of frequencies besides the band of broadcasting 
frequencies between 535 K.C to 1605 K„c. Receivers equipped with 
tuned radio frequency amplifying stage are classified as radio- 
ccoBBunication receivers.)...93 

The possession of the above mentioned equipment is strictly 

limited to the State tele-communication and broadcasting organixatlons. 

93 
"Ministry of public Security Froimilgates Measures for Control of Radio 

Equipment," Rwangming Daily, July 2k,  1955- 
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once functional and dysfunctional, so far as the interests of the Party 

are concerned. It his been reported that privately assembled radios, 

even the crystal sets, can be used to monitor broadcasts fron Japan and 

Taiwan. 

Control of Radio Equipment 

Thus, the government must put radio equipment under strict control. 

I 
Since 19^9, the Ministry of Public Security has Issued two sets of 

regulations on radio equipment control. The first one, issued in 

August, 1951, was called "'Provisional Regulations for the Control of 

Radio Appliances and Supplies." The second one was issued in July, 

1955 (See Appendix I). Both listed types of radio sets, transmitters 

and tubes to be under control and detailed regulations on the manu- 

facture, shipment, sale, purchase, possession, and transfer of the con- 
■ 

trolled equipment and sets. 

For instance. Article 2, Section (1) of the second set of regula- 

tions of 1955 stipulates; 

I 
The categories of radio equipment under control are. 
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Even these organizations have to apply for permission from the local 

government. 

In case anyone wants to manufacture, repair or trade such equip- 

ment, he has to apply for permicsion from the local public security 

authorities. Then he has to go to the local government and "commercial 

administrative authorities"  for trade registration. 

If an individual wants to ouy any of the controlled equipment, 

he has to have a certifying letter from the local Public Security 

Station. The letter is then to be approved by the municipal or county 

office of the Public Security Bureau. Then a purchase certificate It 

issued and the procedure is completed. TSie repair of such equipment 

goes through the same set of procedures. 

Retailers of such equipment are required to keep a business entry 

book. Daily production and sales of controlled radio equipment shall 

be entered in detail. The entry book, together with the purchaae and 

the repair certificates, shall be submitted to the local Public Security 

Bureau to be checked monthly. Delay of submission or false entry are 

penalized. The retailers are required to report suspected customers to 

the local public security authorities. 

All-wave radio sets with frequencies between 535 to 1605 K.C. were 

placed imder state control. But all-wave radios with other range of 
i 

frequencies are on sale publicly, American Journalist Edgar Snow wrote 

of his trip to Camnunist China in I96O: 

9k 
^The "ccomercial administrative authorities" presumably are agencies in 
charge of selling products of State-owned factories  It is inconceivable 
that there is still a substantive private industry on the mainland that 
would require a special agency to handle it. 

- 
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All-vmve radios are sold everywhere in China and most hotel 
rooms are equipped with them. I heard broadcasts from American 
stations in Japan and the United States all over the country. To 
what extent Chinese citizens listen I cannot say, but when ny inter- »_ 
preter, Yac Wei, traveled with ne, his rooms also had ail-wave radios. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Snow did not specify the places where he saw 

all-wave radios that were on sale. He reported, however, that during 

his stay in Chin    lived in plush hotels. It is understandable that 

these hotels sbou^*. uave the all-wave radios. 

It is possible that radios produced by the factories are channeled 

through a special agency and then distributed to various government 

organizations. An employee of "Shanghai Electronic Equipment Purchase 

and Supply Station" reported that in 195^ the station bought 9,000 

96 
radio sets and that by 1957 it was buying 1^0,000 sets.'- 

Ttia  so-called "Purchase and Supply Station" presumably acts as 

a distribution agency for radios and other electronic equipment. A 

similar kind of centralized distribution system exists in other depart- 

ments, such as the "Nanking Building Materiala Company" which distributes 

fuel, cement, bricks and lumbers to lesser State companies and factories 

throughout the province of Kiangsu. 

Does this mean that all transactions in radios in Comnunist China 

must be channeled through the State? Hot necessarily. Radios of four 

or three tubes can be bought without any formal procedure. Recently, 

the government encouraged people to make their own crystal sets and 

97 
ruled that registration is not required for such sets. 

95snow, Edgar, The Other Side of the River; Red China Today, Mew York, 
Random House, 1900, p. 107. 

' Chen Shlh-chao, "Look at Great Leap Forward through Transactions of 
Raoios," Wuhsientlen YU Tienshih (Radio & Television), No. 10, 1959, P- 7- 

97wu, Kwan-chou, ££. cit., p. 5. 

- 
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Hie party tries, of courae, to put radios and electronic equipment 
I 

in the hunds of politically reliable persons. Ao noted earlier, the 

monitors were recruited among government officials and "activists." How- 
i 

ever, the party's long-range program is to train technicians and workers 

vhom it can trust. 

Training of Radio personnel 

Today there are 11 institutions In China training radio personnel. 

They are; the Peking Telecommunication School, the Peking Radio EBgineer- 

ing School, the Peking Research Institute of Radio Science, the Chengtu 

Radio and Telecommunication School, the Radio Departmsnt of Tsin Hua 

University, the Electronic Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, ths Scientific Research Institute of the Broadcast Jug Adminis- 

trative Bureau, the Shanghai Radio Technique Reseiirch Institute, the 

Nanking Radio Engineering School, the Peking Broadcasting Academy and 

a spare-time radio engineering insti-cux-s set up by radio factories in 

Peking.98 

In 1958; the Research Institute of Radio Science was established 

in Peking. Its professed goals were to study new broadcasting tech- 

niques. In September, 1959, the Peking Broadcasting Academy was 

established "to train cadres in editing and reporting and cadres with 

99 
engineering background in broadcasting and television." 

90 
Research Report, i960. Hong Kong, USIS, p. 5^. 

99 
Chou Hsin-wou, 0£. cit., pp. 96-97. 

■ 
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Tbe aims of the Academy were to train "new warricrs" to be radio 

and television editors, reporters aad technicians "who will broadcast 

programs thPt inculcate a high class consciousness, that explain 

100 
policies and that provide professional information." 

In its flrrt semester, the Academy had 52k  students. Later, the 

number of studentii rose to 760 due to the transfer of a whole body of 

students from Peking Technical School, which was closed. "The 

students' political quality Is comparatively high; 76 percent of them 

are members of the Coomunist Party or the Young Communist League, and 

101 
70 percent of these members are of worker and peasant backgrcrmd." 

The Academy, upon opening, had a department of broadcast and 

television news, a radio department, a foreign language department and 

a special radio class. Its policy of education contained the following: 

Through its five-year curriculum, the Academy shall try its 
utmost to make the students reach or come near to these objectives: 

1. To be equipped with a general theoretical basis of Marxism- 
Leuinism, concerned with events at home and abroad, and capable of 
correctly understanding and resolutely carrying out the policies of 
the Party; 

2. To have acquired a stable proletarian and world outlook, 
developed the Communist way of thinking courageously, of speaking out 
courageously, of doing courageously and of pursuing what is right, 
practical and highly moral; and to have cultivated loyalty to the 
socialist aad Comnunist enterprise; 

3. To have cultivated the habit and behavior of learning through 
hardship, passionate love for labor, solidrrity and friendship, hard 
work and simplicity; 

100 
Loc. cit. 

LOC. cit. 
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k.    To have a general productive ind social knowledge and a given 
standard of -writing; 

5. To thoroughly understand and he capable of managing broadcast 
propaganda, or the basic business, knowledge id skill of broadcast 
teohnique, coupled with the mastery of one foreign language; 

102 
6. To be of robust health. 

This is the new Conmunlst Journalist. That only one of the six 

objectives above deals with professional, knowledge and technique of 

Journalism is not surprising to anyone who knows the Marxist-Leninist 

concept of Journalism. 

It may be interesting to note in passing that in China, latioualist 

or Communist, many announcers are women. It almost seems that womtn 

dominate the field of radio announcing. This may be partly explained 

by the fact that Mandarin is the main language used in broadcasting; it 

is more distinct, more graceful and perhaps more pleasant when it is 

spoken by a female than by a male. 

We now turn to content of Conmunlst broadcasting. 

VIII. Content and Hours of Broadcasting 

In Communist China, Just as in any Comnunlst nation, the Party 

determines the policy and content of mass media. Chou Tang, Deputy 

Minister of the Department of Propaganda of the Chinese Camminist Party, 

has this to say of the mission of broadcasting in the era of the 

Great Leap Forward: 

102 
'Chou Hsin-wou, loc. cit. 
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..Broadcasting Is to relay quickly the Party's political task 
to the audiences Xnovlejges should be selectively disseminated among 
the masses. At present, broadcasting shc-.ld promote the prop-iganda of 
the Great Leap Forward. Radio broadcasting must carry out propaganda 
for Industry and agriculture...» Broadcasting is allowed to criticise 
but its Job mainly is to encourage.... Broadcasting should put more 
emphasis on implementation of goals rather than on goals themselves, 
more on previous experiences, on model workers and on masses* creative- 
ness.... On the popularization of science and technology, emphasis 
should be on technological innovation, tool improvement, inventions 
and others. The broadcasting stations should also broadcast dialectical 
method,, logic and current affairs.... We should adopt a three-dimension 
broadcasting on programs dealing vith literature and art. First, we 
should broadcast good traditional drama and local drama. Second, we 
should broadcast modern drama, good songs and good literary works. 
Third, we should relate these programs to the ex::ting task of the 
nation. Though It may be difficult to have high „ ality in the third 
part of the program. It is necessary. At present, our broadcasting 
should reflect the movement of the Great Leap Forward.103 

Very clearly, radio broadcasting is supposed to adjust itself 

constantly to the shifting Party line. That accounts for many changes 

and adjustments In the pro«5rams and schedules of tht.- Central people's 

Broadcasting Station. 

Since 1963, the Central people's Broadcasting Station has again 

adopted a revised schedule of programs. The programs are divided Into 

three sets. The first set is Intended foi the general public and hence 

is pervaded with political propaganda. The second set Is more "educa- 

tional" and nas more musical programs. The third set does not differ 

much from the second. It contains entertainment programs and starts 

broadcasting on weekdays after 5 P«m. to fit the people's free time. 
10k 

^Chou, Yang, "Two Roads and Two Ways to Do Work," Hsin-Hua pan-Tu Kan 
(Hew China Fortnightly), Ko. 11, 1958, pp. 118-119. 

10k 
All the programs are from the Chungyang Jen-Min gwangpu Tlen-Tal 

JCwangpu Chi-Mou Pao (Central people's Broadoasting Station Programs 
Bulletin), August 23, 1963. 

\ 
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FolJLowlng is a sample of the station's schedule on September 2, 

1963: 

/ 

First set -f ^(«rama. ^0>560,570,630,6«*0; 1330 First set of programs. 690^760/89o,io20 K.C. 

5:30 a.m. Opening music and preview of today's 
»   programs 

5:30 Mew» 
5:^5 Misic (Chinese siusic) 
6:15 "Everywhere j.a the Motherland" 

(deports, features and interviews on 
constructions and productions around 
the nation.) 

6:30 News and summaries from the Capital press 
7:00 Stories of the revolution 

(Stories cl  thn civil war) 
7:30 International events, features 
7:^5 Songs of the Democratic Republic of 

Vietnam 
8:00 Hews in brl«f 
8:05 Drama 
9:00 Peking opera 
10:00 Hews 
10:15 Musical concert 
11:00 Local music xfolk music) 
U.:30 Funan folk music 

12:15 p.m. Agricultural technology: "Is the CCK- 
blned Use of Pesticide Good or Bad? 

12:30 Hews 
12:U5 Swangtung music 
1:00 Shansl folk music 
l:k5 "Stories of the Bevolution" 
2:15 Common knowledge of science: Why do Good 

Seeds Decay? 
2:30 In Socialist countries (Mandarin . rogram 

of Radio Moscow) 
3:00 Yunnan national minority music 

i      ■ • 3:30 Eanchow music 
4:00 Hews in brief 
4:05 Folk music 
4:20 Broadcast to school-age children 
4:40 Broadcast to youngsters and children 
5:10 Solo 
5:25 Shanghr.1 opera 
5:55 Preview of the evening programs 
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6:00 p.m. News 
6:15 Foreign music 
6:30 "Life in the People's Liberation Amy" 
7:10 Reading and enjoying: Introducing 

Korean Poet Chao Chi-tien's "Angir!" 
7:25 Opera: "Bloody Vengeance" 
8:10 international news 
8:25 Weekly song 
8:30 Simultaneous broadcasting 

(All the stations in China at this 
horn- broadcast the same prcgrajis of 
news ».nd comments in their first set 
of programs.) 

9:00 Mail box of literature 
9:^5 Special topic lecture: Retrospect and 

Compare 
10:00 Hevs 
10:15 Hovel reading 
11:00 Intematioxiiil news 
11:15 Pek-ijag opera 

1:00 a.m. Hews 
1:20 Conelusion 

Som* of the above programs alter each day The program at 5:45 a.m. 

Is alternatively music and special lectures from Monday to Sunday; the 

6:15 a.T.. program is alternatively "Everywhere in the MotLerland" and 

"Life in the People's Liberation Army" from Monday to Saturday: the 

7:00 a.m. program is alternately "Stories of Revolution" and music 

from Monday to Sunday; the 12:15 p.m. broadcast is on agriculture 

technology on Monday and Wednesday, sports on Tuesday, Thursday, 

Saturday and music on Friday ard Sunday; on every Tuesday there is an 

intermission from 1:^5 p.m. to 2 p.m. "Life in the People's Liberation 

« 
Since 1959> due to the food shortage and other economic factors, the 

morale of the people on the mainland has been low. Thus, the Party 
devlsea a slogan:  "Retrospect and Compare" which means that the people 
should recall their "hardships under Kuomintang" and compare it with 
the "happiness of the present day." 
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Anny" is also broadcast at 6:30 p.m. every Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 

and Sunday and the 9:^5 p.m. program is alternately "Special lecture" 

and "p.veryvhere in the Motherland" frcm Monday to Saturday. 

Scheduled regularly are all the news programs, the k:20 p.m. 

"Broadcast to school-agt children" and h-kO p.m. "Broadcaat to youagsters 

and children." On every Sunday the 7:30 a.m. program is music instead 

of international events. On Sundays at 10:15 a.m. there is a program 

of songs requested by listeners. Other Sunday features are 12:15 p.m., 

music, and 9: "0 p.m., literature. 

The second set of the programs of the Central People's Broadcast- 

ing Station on September 2, 1963 was: 600, 6l0, 710, 720 K.C. 

5:50 a.m. 

6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
6:50 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 

10:30 
11:55 

12:00 p.m. 
12:15 
12:30 
1:00 
1:15 
2:00 
4:35 
k'.kO 
5:25 
5:40 
6:10 
6:40 
7:10 
7:30 
7:45 

Opening music and preview of today's 
program 

lews 
Songs 
Songs of the People's Republic of Korea 
Song of the geek 
Calisthenics 
Sews summaries of the Capital press 
Music 
Hews dictation (for monitoring teams) 
intermission 
Opening music and preview of programs 

Foreign music 
Peking opera 
installment broadcasting of long novels 
international news 
Songs by request 
intermission 
Opening music 
Folk music 
Songs 
Book and historical no-rels narration 
Music 
Broadcast to wo school-age children 
Broadcast to youngsters and children 
Sports 
Broadcasting theater (live broadcast of 

Play) 

♦For people doing calisthenics to follow step by step as broadcast. 

-x-vteuuMkt-dvMWäfeAaM mmmmäfr^mmammimmmm 
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8:^5 p.m« Music 
9:00 Common knowledge of ecience 
9:15 Foreign music 
10:00 Symphonic music 
11:00 Hews dictation 

3:30 a.m. Conclusion 

Bae 7:30 p.m. program is altirnatively sports anl tajij on 

sanitation from Monday to Sunday. OzJy on Mondays -he songs by request 

are broadcast at 1:15 p.a.. Except Tuesday and Sunday, there is no 

program from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on this second set of programs. 

Otherwise, the second set is quite stable 

The third set of programs is: 1000, ll60 K.C. 

5:40 p.m. Opening music and preview of programs 
5:45 FoUt nusic 
6:00 Local opera 
6:55 Installment broadcasting of novels 
7:25 Hews in brief 
7:30 Broadcasting theater 
10:00 Book review and historical novel narration 
10:30 Local music 
11:00 Conclus ion 

On Sundays, the -chird set of programs starts at 8:50 a.m. Other- 

vise the programs a-e stable. The Sunday morning supplement of the 

third set of programs on September 8, 1963 was: 

8:5^ a.m. Opening music and preview of programs 
9:00 Music 

10:00 Poetry reading 
11:00 Music (Western) 
11:30 Folk opera 

12:45 p.m. Folk music 
2:00 Intermission 
5:40 same as weekdays.... 

I 
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In the first set of the programs, 150 minutes (c^ hours) are news 

programs of which only 13 minutes are devoted to international news. 

The 7:30 a.m. program is not a straight international news report. It 

is billed as the "Oeography of the World." In the second set of 

programs, five hours a~e set aside for news dictation for monitors in 

the nation. There is an hour of news. Including 1$ minutes of inter- 

national news. In the third set, there 1* only a five-minute news in 

brief. 

The news programs of the Central people's Broadcasting Station 

are to be rebroadcast by the Provincial and Municipal people's Broad- 

casting Stations all over the nation. The local and regional stations 

can only add their own local or regional news. For International, and 

national news they must rebroadcast the output of t^e Central People's 

Broadcastin' station. 

As an illustration of the programs presented by regional or 

municipal stations, the following are the logs of the Kwangtung Pro- 

vince.«1 People's Broadcasting Station and Kwangcho (Canton) Municipal 

People's Broadcasting Station for August 17, 1959: 

Kwangtung people's Broadcasting Station: 1060 K.C. 

5:3^ a*ni. Songs and folk music 
6:00 Canton Songs 
6:^5 Song 
7:00 Domestic and International nfws 
7:20 Canton opera 
7:^0 Russian songs and instrument music 
6:00 Nfews In Hakka dialect 
8:15 Hews in Chaochow dialeco 
6:30 Peking opera 

1 
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12:05 p.a. Canton songs 
IsOü Provincial and municipal news 
1:15 Teaching singing 
1:^5 Scientific knowledge 
5:^0 Canton songs 
6:00 News and explanation of current events 
6:^0 Chaochow opera 
6:kO Rebroadcast of the Central People's Broad- 

casting Station's "Life in the People's 
Liberation Army" 

7:00 Canton opera 
7:^5 Chaochow music 
8:00 Broadcast to the rural area 
8:30 Song of the week 
9:00 Joint broadcast to the fishermen by all the 

stations in KVangtung 
9:30 Song of the week 
9:35 Hovel broadcasting 
10:00 Chinese instrtment music 
10:15 News final 

Kvangchow (Canton) Mmiclpal people's Broadcasting Station: 790 X.C. 

5:30 a.m. Rebroadcast of the news program from the 
Central people's Broadcasting Station 

5:^5 Repartee in Cantonese 
6:00 Provincial and municipal news 
6:15 Reboradcast of digest of the cap!col press 

from Central People's Broadcasting 
Station 

6:^5 Peking opera 
7:20 Violin solo 
7:^0 Canton songs 
8:00 ^irama critique 
8:30 Hakka opera 
9:05 Canton songs 
9:50 Mongolian songs 
10:15 Movie digests 
11:00 piano 

12:00 p.m. Folk music 
Motherland in leap forward !• 12130 

1:00 
5:00 
5:25 Music for the cnildren 

1:00 Repartee in Cantonese 
5:00 canton songs 
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3:kO p.m. Broadcasting short stories 
5:55 Peking opera 
6:10 Learning to sing 
6:30 News and explanation of current events 
6:50 Music 
7:10 Shanghai opera 
7:^5 Kwangchow (Canton) life 
3:15 Short stories 
8:30 Nationwide simultaneous broadcasting 
9:00 Bebroadcast of international current events 

from the ^ntral people's Broadcasting 
Station 

9:10 Canton songs 
9:30 Motherland in leap forward 
10:00 Mandarin program of Radio Moscow 
10:30 Russian rausic1^ 

In Communist China radio schedules are published only partially 

in the newspapers. For example, the firs*, set of progi-ams of the Peking 

People's Broadcasting station lists 45 items. Yet the local newspaper 

radio guide lists only eight. All eight are musical programs. 

The same practice is followed with the schedules of the pro- 

vincial People's Broadcasting Stations. For instance, the programs 

of Klangsl People's Broadcasting Station on October 15, 1956, as printed 

106 in the Klangs 1 Daily were: 

12:45 p.m. Sougs and music 
1:30 Opera 
6:10 Folk drama 
8:00 Broadcast to the villages 
9:45 Peking opera 
10:45 Mialc 

105 
KVangtung Iwangpu (gwangtung Broadcasting), Ho. 216, August 13, 1959* 

Canton. 
106 

Kiapgsl jih Pao QcLangsi Bally), October 15, 1956. 

"""»»niffiMiiwaMaaBWtBHMWWBiia 
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Miottxig in the Kiangsi station's printert achediile is the rebi-oad- 

ca»t of .lew» and international news frcs the Central Peopis's Broadcast- 

ing Station. Omission of the simultaneous broadcasts each day at 8:30 p.m. 

Is rea^u^ie sin-e it has been stabilised. It can be that the rebroad- 

saat of th-! Central station's natior'l news end international nevs are 

emitted for the same reason. 

It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to estimate th^ 

amount of broadcasting by the count/ or communal wired broadcasting 

station«. A recent report on rural broadcasting seid: 

Using more than k,5 million loudspeakers scattered throughout 
the rural, pastoral and foresc areas, these stations generally broad- 
cast from three to four hours a day.,..107 

Another story revtals that in a certain Ct-inan County of Shangtung 

province, wired broadewting starts every evening at 8:30. Presumably, 

oy this hour the peasants hr.ve stopped working in the field. TJhls 

Btoory is a description of the Chunan County Station and it offers 

enough bits and pieces of information for us to construct a hypothetical 

108 
schedule for a county wired station: 

8:30 p.m. 

9:00 

9:20 

10:00 
10:20 
10:30 
11.30 

Rebroadcast of Central People's Broad- 
casting Station's "Simultaneous Broad- 
casting." 

Rebroadcast of the provincial station's 
special program for rural areas. 

Folk drama or Peking opera 
Weather report 
The county's CKZ program 
Talk on agricultural techniqv* 
Music, opera, weather forecast 
Conclusion 

lOTgurvey of china MainLepd Press, Mo- 3037, August 25, l'&, r.  17. 
106 

Tu Tu-bsiu, "Radio in the Villsgefl. China Reconstructs, April, 
1963, x*. Ji-u. 

s 
J 
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These county stations probably get their foreign news programs 

fron the Ceritral People's Broadcasting Station's "Slnultaneoua Broad- 

castinf." in the above-mentioned story on the Chunan County, it is 

reported: 

Last October, vhen U.S. imperialism imposed a blockade on Cuba, 
they (the announcers of the station) dealt in detail with the circum- 
stances of Cuba's revolution, the neroism with vhich her people are 
defending their country, and the geography, history and life of the 
island nation.109 

In a still earlier report it was reported that the world-wide 

Comnuni&t Congress in Moscow was broadcast live by the county stations 

in Manchuria. 

There is little information on the handling of foreign news by 

the county stations. But one can be sure that they all follow the 

lead of tne Central Station in Peking. 

Party and the County Wired Radio Stations 

Supposedly, the county government decides what local news should 

be broadcast by the county station. In w      cases, however, the local 

Party cells make the decision. For instance, here is a report on the 

wired stations around the outskirts of Shanghai: 

109 
Yu, YU-hsiu, 0£. cit., p. 10. 

HO. 
Kwangming Jih Pao (KVangaing Daily), August 25, 195Ö. 
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The wired broadcasting network in the suburb of Shanghai is an 
effective weapon for the county office of the Party to command pro- 
duction, arrange work and carry out Coamunist ways of education. 
The station is also a part of the cultural life of the masses. The 
wired network's main duty is to serve the central task of production 
and policy of the Party.Ill 

Another illustration from Heilunkiang province: 

That Heilunkiang can rapidly establish a wired broadcasting 
network is due to its reliance on the leadership of the Party and 
the masses. 

Among all the shock works done this year, most of them were 
directly guided by the Party secretaries who have mad? this a part 
uf their central task. 

Occasional references to the wired stations in the Chinese Communist 

literature suggest that in a county it wais the cc rty or communal Party 

secretary who both controlled and used the wired broadcasting system. 

We quote a par": of a short sotry: 

After lunch the wind blew harder and harder. Suddenly there 
^as the voice o/ the communal Ft "by secretary coming through the 
loudspeakers. He was commanding the frost-fighting. Once he gave 
the order, the action came like a mountain collapsing. Within a 
short while, noises of the people and the beating of gongs filled 
up the street.... it was like a battle. ' 

■^"^'Shanghai Has Basically Established Wired Stations in its Suburbs," 
Wuhsientien Yu Tienshih (Radio and Television), No. 10, 1959, pp. 8-9. 

M 

112 
Kwangming Jih Pao (KVangming Daily), August 25, I958. 

113 
Li Tseng, "On Plough," in Enjoyment of Short Stories of 1960, Peking, 

China Youth Publishing Conqpany, 1961. 
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IX. Audience Feedback sad Listening Behavior 

Public opinion in Communist China is mobilizeA to serve the Party, 

and radio is only one of the political tools of «he Party. 

Radio workers should use practical events and lively laaguage 
to arouse the class consciousness of the masses, cultivate patriotic 
ieeling, strengthen the hatred of the enemy and the march along the 
'-oad under the direction of Chairman Mao. Radio stations, especially 
municlpa-1 radio stations, must make themselves centers for political 
agitation ■LL^ 

To promote this sort of political agitation, the CoBmunlsta 

organized monitoring teams, the so-called "broadcasting assemblies" «r,d 

the correspondent system. 

In big cities, -onitors are asked to discover "activUts" arong 

workers or the general public. These activists are Invited to the 

stations to broadcast their working experiences. In 1950, there were: 

1) 15,000 activists who had broadcast their working experiences In 

Shanghai; 2) 52 groups of activists in Peking and 2,224 »embers of the 

groups had broadcast to the public; 3) ia Tientsin there were 470 

groups of activists a-?d some 1,700 members went to the stations to 

broadcast their experiences mi k)  the Shenyang People's Breadcasting 

Stations of Liaoning province organized 478 discussion meetings aaoag 

115 
the activists. 

114 
Mei Yi, "How Should the Radio Stations Connect Themselves with the 

M&ases?", People's Daily, April 26, 1950. 

115 
Mei Yi, loc. cit. 

itkm*w**.-ms*i&-mmsA 
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The so-called "broadcasting assemblies" consist of a mass meeting 

with live broadcasts and organized listening. The procedure is to 

broadcast mrss meetings and organize people to listen. 

From 19^9 to 193«-' several nationwide mass campaigns were mobilized 

and everywhere people were organized to listen to the live broadcasts of 

the meetings. For example, in March, 1931,  a nRtionwide "Suppression of 

Counter-revolutionaries movement was carried out. People were organized 

to listen to the shouting masses in the meetings and the sound of the 

summary executions of the "counter-revolutionaries." 

An incomplete list of numbers of people who had been organized to 

116 
listen to this campaign is as foUovs; 

Place Kmnber of People Organized 

Peking 300,000 
Nanking 1*30,000 
Chungking 300,000 
Chinan 150,000 
Tientsin 900,000  (^30,000 residents 

of the city; 250,000 
workers; 150,000 
students; 70,000 
residents In the 
suburbs) 

When, in 1951* a delegation of the "Chinese People's Volunteers" 

returned from the Korean front to tell their "heroic deeds in Korea," 

the estimated number of people organized to listen to this live broad- 

117 
cast was some 100 million. 

116 
Hsin Hwa Ytxeh pao (Hew China Monthly), Vol. 4, No.  1,  1951, pp. l80-l8l. 

117 
Chou Yang, "Broadcasting in China," People's China, No. 22, 1953, 

pp. 28-30. 
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The "broadcasting assemblies" had another surge in 1950» t^e period 

of the Great Leap Forward. In 1958, the ^eilunlciang Provincial and 

Municipal People's Broadcasting Station organized kk broadcasting 

assemblies. The average number of persons per one assembly was from 

1] ß 
2,000,000 to i+,000,000. 

Besides the monitors who organized listening, there were local 

corr»spondents who reported to the stations on local events and 

possibly on people's sentiments, in 1950, the Shanghai Municipal 

People's Broadcasting Station had 1,100 local correspondents. Ihe 

Shenyang People's Broadcasting Station had 220 local correspondents, 

: 9 
including those in the aray. 

Like the broadcasting assemblies, the correspondent system was 

also revived in 1958. In that year, the Hellunklang Provincial People's 

Broadcasting Station had 5,000 local correspondents. Ihey were actlviata 

120 
or Party members. 

The party also appears to be Interested in listeners' responses. 

The Central people's Broadcasting Station urged its listeners to write 

to the station. "Designated personnel are responsible for analyzing 

and answering the hundreds of letters and suggestions received every 

day. The station also holds forums of radio fans, and arranges for 

Hsin-Wen Chan-Hslen (News Front), No. 1, 1959, p. 10. 

119 
Mei yj. People's Dally, April 25, 1950. 

120 
"Go Deep into Practical Things," Hsin-Wen Chan-Halen (News Front), 

No. 1, 1959, p. 15. 
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audiences to meet the station's editors, reporters, announcers and 

actors so that they can exchange Ideas. From tine to time ve send our 

staff to factories, communes and army units to collect opinions fron a 

wider public so that ve lan do better in enriching the spiritual life 

121 
of the people through our broadcasting." 

According to the Comaunists, the number of letters received by the 

122 
Central station was as follows: 

__,  _   Letters from the "     ~ 

Year Total Letters Received Donestic Audience Letters from Abroad 

195^       i*5,000 3,400 3,400 

1955 20,141 4,500 3,400 

(In the first h'iif of the year of 1955 only) 

121 
Pal Chin, "Rich and Colorful Broadcasting Programmes," China Recon- 

structs, July, 196l, p. 36. 

122 
Combination of Lin Ta-kuang, "Broadcasting for the People," China 

Reconstructs, August, 1955^ P« 3 wad Wen Chi-tse, "Ten years of people's 
Broadcasting," Hsin-Hwa Yu-Pao (Hew China Monthly), No. 10, 1955, P- 233- 

■ \ 
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Radio Listening Behavior 

In Communist, China, as in any Communist country, there are two 

types of radio listening. One is private listening; the other is 

organized collective listening. OSie number of the first type of 

listeners in China is small since not mrny can afford to buy radios. 

But the system of compulsory collective listening which hcs been 

vigorously promoted by the regime is believed to have covered almost 

the ertire Last China and Manchuria. 

The New Elite and Radio Listening 

In Comntunipt China today, a five-valve radio costs $30.40 and a 

four-valve set $20. Only two elite groups — the professionals and the 

politician-soldiers — can afford to buy ttem. 

There are three types of professionals: managers, technicians 

and physicians. 

1) Managers. These are former "capitalists" whose factories or 

stores have been nationalized, who now serve as managers of these 

factories or stores and who receive regular salaries and dividends 

from the government. There are about 1,000,000 such professionals 

123 
in the country. 

123 
Snow, 0£. cit., p. 197" 
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2) Technicians. The salaries of engineers and technicians range 

12k 
from $k0  to $80 a month.    Between 1949 and i960. Communist China 

12^     , , ,, 126 
graduated 230,000 engineers.    By 1963 it had about 610,000 engineers. 

3) Physicians. Tneir monthly income ranges from $22 to $120, 

the 

128 

127 
depending on their rank in the hospitals.    Biere are 50,000 to 75»000 

doctors in Comiuunist China. 

There are two types of politician-soldiers: the military officers 

and personnel and party cadres. 

By 1963 tae strength of the Communist Chinese armed forces is 
129 

estimated at 3,000,000 and among them, 300,000 are officers. 

Edgar Snow wrote about the pay scale in the army: 

Marshals and generals are the highest paid of government 
employees. The monthly pay scale given to me may be converted 
Into U.S. dollars as follows: privates start at $2.50; corporals 
get $4; platoon leaders, $5; second lieutenants, $20; first 
lleutensnts, $24; captains, $29-$33.. majors, $39-$44; lieutenant 
colonels, $51-$60; colonels, $62-$64; senior colonels, $62-$8l4.; 
Lieutenant geuerals, $l44-$l60; full generals, $192-$236; marpaals 
of the army, $360-$400.130 

12k ~ ~~ 
Snow, og. cit., pp. 200-208. 

125 
Ibid., p. 222. 

1?6 
Oreleans, Leo A., professional Manpower and Education in Comiunist 

China, Library of Congress, I960, p. 165. 

127 
"Interview: 'Years of Constant Caution,'" Current Scene, Hong Kong, 

Vol. 1, No. Ik,  p. 8. 

128  , 
Oreleans, op. cit., p. Ikl. 

129 
Fei-Chin YUen-pao (Monthly Intelligence Report on the Communists), 

October, 1962, Taipei, Republic of China. 

Snow, o£. cit., p. 289. 
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The figures apparently represent cash payment, or, as the Chinese 

put it, -he "real salary." But enlisted men all receive subsidies and 

officers get even more of such "welfare funds." 

131 
By 1961 the Party had 17,000,000 members.   Obviously rot all of 

the cadres have high income. Those stationed in the cities are usually 

better off than those in rural areas. 

These five types of people can afford to buy radios not only 

because they are highly paid, but also because they have ready cash. 

A journalist, Stanley Karnow, wrote of his interview with refugees in 

Hong Kong: 

.. .A man from Nanking described how bewildered, hungry country folk 
wandered iuto the city's few "free" restaurants — patronized by 
army officers, party officials, and highly paid technicians.... An 
English-made Raleigh (bicycle) is worth in Canton eight times its 
Hong Kong price.... Highly paid technicians, recipients of re- 
mittances from abroad, Chinese returned from overseas, former 
property-owners receiving Stete dividends...will pay ten times the 
legal exchange to get them. ...^ 

Refugees also told of selling whatever property was left to the 

rich army officer's wives to get travel expenses to Hong Kong. 

These five groups constitute Communist China's new elite. They 

are more likely to buy radio sets than other segments of the popula- 

tion. They are altto more sophisticated radio listeners than the 

Illiterate ard rural residents. 

131 
Lewis, John Wilson, Leadership in Communist China, Hew York, Cornell 

University Press, 1963, p. 111. 

^'TCarnow, Stanley, "Why Biey Fled: Refugee Accounts," Current Scene, 
Hong Kong, Vol. II, No. 22, October 15, 1963, p. 3- 
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In his study of the word-of-mouth ccsnmunication in Comnrunist 

China, Barton Whaiey reported that professionals and students do not 

depend upon the word-of-mouth type of communication as iD'.ch as other lass 

educated groups, that radio and newspapers are important information 

media for "soldiers-officials-Dolicemen," and that radios eure used most 

133 
by the city residents, particularly students. 

But to the professionals and students, radio is only one of the 

media available to them. There is reason to believe that like the elite 

in the United States, they probably spend more time on nevspapers, maga- 

13U 
zines or Journals than on radio listening.   One can also assume that 

these educated and privileged radio owners tend to be selective listeners, 

that they plan and control their listening and that they do not have to 

conform to any rigid pattern of collective listening. 

This elite group hap also easier access to foreign broadcasts than 

the masses. The technicians are probably more motivated to learn a 

second language since they also have accesses to foreign technical 

Journals. Many former "capitalists" still possess American-made Philco 

or RCA radios. Conceivably, they could continue to be interested in the 

Western world. A former Shanghai banker, interviewed in Hong Kong in 

133 
Mr. Whaiey did the 3tudy in 1959 while most of the respondents in the 

study left Communist China in 1957- Mr. Whaiey is now doing research for 
the Center for International studies, Massachusetts institute of Technology. 

One ie reminded of Lazarsfeld's finding that preference for radio goes 
up and interest in printed medium goes down with declining cultural level. 
See Paul p. Lazarsfeld. Radio and the Printed Page, New York: Duell, Sloan 
and Pearce, 1940, p. 98. 
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1963, said that it had previously required real courtige to listen to 

foreign radio broadcasts, recalling cases of children inforainT on their 

fathers. "Now it is no longer dangerous to turn on the BBC or the Voice 

135 
of America," he sail. 

At one time it did not seem likely that the low-ranking military 

personnel and Party cadres could be interested in foreign broadcast». 

Few of them were well educated and even fewer knew a foreign language. 

But stations like BBC or Voice of America have programs in Mandarin and 

other Chinese dialects. Hie fact that few of thou own radio sets is no 

serious obstacle eitner. They simply use the public sets, which they 

supervise, for their private listening. 

According to a Communist defector, Kao U-chung, listening to broad- 

casts from Taiwan or to VOA is quite common on the mainland: 

To listen to the broadcast from Taiwan secretly has become a 
"fashionable" thing on the mainland. This is especially true with 
respect to the Party cadres. Most of them either have private radios 
or are in charge of ehe public sets.... My friend Chao listened to 
the Voice of Free China and Voice of America while living at the 
dormitory of "Civil Aviation Bureau in Tslnan." Even when he was 
undergoing training at the Communist Fifth Aviation School he often 
listened to Voi e of Free China while on duty at midnight. One night 
he found the radio set at the club room missing. Passing by his con- 
mender's room, he heard a familiar and low voice from the radio inside. 
He entered the commander's room without knocking. ThB  commander was 
terrified. Chao smiled and closed the door behind him. And they sat 
down and listened together. This sort of thing is quite coamon 
nowadays on the mainland. ^-36 

■^-^Carnow, o£. cit., p. 7. 

^^ao U-chung, "The Broken Nest," Shih-Shih Tsan-Kao Tse-Llao (Reference 
Materials on Current Affairs), Government information Office, Taiwan, 
Dec. 31, 1961, p. U2. 

Both Kao and Chao defected to Taiwan. 
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To be caught listening to a foreign broadcast or to the Voice of 

Free China can ^c oibastrous to anyone on the mainland. Mr. Kao 

reported that a ^ilot was sentenced to five-year Imprisonment for listen- 

ing to Voice of America. But. the situation seeips to be somewhat less 

tense than before and more people appear to listen to foreign broadcasts. 

But what type of foreign programa do these secret listeners prefer? 

Kao reported: 

Broadcasts to the mainland should not be the soft music programs 
with no political content. Tne Chinese Comounists have "educated" the 
Chinese people on the mainland for 12 years. The population is "sed 
to "political life" now. Their political consciousness is nigh and 
they are eager for this type of program.^ST 

Kao also suggested the need for more progrer«; for the elite, particu- 

Icrly party cadres. He noted that '•he cadres and high ranking government 

officials can be reacaed far more easily than the peasantry. 

The Proletariat and Radio Listening 

An average Chinese worker earns about $30 a month. The lowest vage 

is about $15 a month; the highest cam be $50. It seems hard to believe 

that a family of a worker would spend more than 70 p .'cent of its 

monthly income on a radio set. Yet visitors to the Chinese mainland 

often write bbout seeing workers living in comfortable apartments and • • 

posaeasing radios and other consumer goods. A British author recently 

described a Chinese worker's life-. 

137 
Kao, op. clt., p. 49. 
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He will in most cases be sharing his apartment with another 
family,... He has a bed for his wife and himself, and a separate bed 
for his children; a radio, tables and chairs, and a picture of Chair- 
man Mao Tze-tung on the wall  These, It must be remembered, are 
the showplaces, the best accommodation available to the more fortunate 
workers,  pillions, in the cities, must still live in the crowded old 
dwellings of yore. 

Having paid his rent, and bought his food, the average worker hag 
two-thirds of his  wages left, about $20. What can he do with it? Here 
.he picture is a little different. Hie goods are there — clothe«, 
radios, bicycles, furniture -- but the prices are not so very different 
from those for the cheaper ranges of similar goods in the West. Roughly 
speaking, he is in the position of a man with the wages of 1933 living 
in the world of 1963.... 

The  subject. 01 buying anything on credit anuses the Chinese. Tftxia 
device is simply un'uiown in Bed China. What Chang does with hie mon y, 
after he has paid for his rent and his food, is to save it, and he may 
need it for the family doctor.^Sß 

The same source reported that the most conmon luxury found In a 

Chinese worker's home is a radio. 

As of 1959, the workers and employees in Comraunist China totaled 

IIQ 
some 32 million. ~" It is not known how many of them have radios and 

live in apartments. But almost all factories have wired speakers. A 

worker is a captive listener for r.t least eight hours a day and six days 

a week while he works. 

Some people go to a friend's home or to a club room for radio 

listening. This listening pattern is perhaps the most common one on 

the meinland. A recent news report about a group of young workers 

gives this picture: 

^OLiater, Richard p., "Chinese Workers' Pay 30 Years Behind Times," The 
Boston Globe, May 2k,  1963. 

139 
Oreleans, o£. clt., p. 162. 

. . 
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In the evening, you can always find these young men gathering 
in a friend's home with radio. They like to listen to news and 
comuentaries... .^0 

Apparently workers do quite a bit of radio listening together both 

In public places and in private homes. They have, of course, no control 

over the programs of the organized, compulsory collective listening. 

But they can probably have some of their own choices when they listen 

in small, private groups. 

Though not all well-educated, Chinese workers are more cosmopolitan 

than the rural residents or peasantd. Modern technology was introduced 

to China from the West and many older workers probably even had some 

contact with Western technicians in pre-Communist China. Their world is 

less constricted than that of the peasants in Chl^a. 

The workers in China are probably also more aware of and more 

interested in politics than the peasants. The illiteracy rate among 

workers is relatively low. Moreover, plenty of the educated and privileged 

in the old society have Joined Communist China's new labor force. Barton 

Whaley reported a relatively high percentage of manual workers who list 

newspaper as a source of Information for both national and local news. 

He also noted that some of these people were probably not laborers in the 

pre-Communist days. At any rate It seems reasonable to expect the workers, 

by and large, to have more interest in listening to radio news them 

peasants. 

140 
Chung-Kuo Chlng-Nien Pso (China youth Daily), June 20, 1963- 
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Chlnese Peasants and Radio Listening 

In 1959, according to Incomplete statistics, 17,000 comnunes In 2^ 

provinces, cities and autonomous regions could be reached through vlred 

broadcasting. In other words, 6U.9 percent of all the comnunes in these 

2k  provinces which constitute practically all the territory In China 

lUl 
have wired stations and loudspeakers. 

jy the same year even in Inner Mongolia, 38 percent of comnunes had 

established wired stations. If we accept the Connnunist estimate that in 

1957 one loudspeaker served ik) people every feay and that there were to be 

some 4,U57,0O0 speakers by IS59, then 350,000,000 people, mostly peasants, 

listen to wired broadcast every day. 

Communist publications are full of reports that dramatize peasants' 

initidl enthusiastic responses toward radio. One peasant was quoted as 

saying: 

If only the loudspeakder were fixed, and we could listen to the 
broadcasts, I would not mind doing any amount of work. 

Little information Is available on the number of radio sets owned by 

peasants. Connnunist reports are generally vague. For example, a report 

released by the Economics Department of .he University of Peking merely 

states that in SI Chao Chuan County, its survey teams found "many peasant 

lk2 
homes with radios."    Very few foreign visitors to Coranunlst China had 

anything specific to report. Edgar Snow, for Instance, writes: 

Hsin-Ven Chan-Hslen (News Front), No. 10, 1959, P- 25. 

^^Cwangming Jih Pao (Kwangming Daily), April 25, 1963- 
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Again and again, and all over the country I saw peasant homes with 
one or more of the following: wall clocks, radios, vacuum bottoles, 
furniture ^3 

Snow did not mention the specific towns or counties that he visited. 

Around Peking there art many show-case counties and communes. But such 

cases are by no means typical. Rural communities near great urban 

centers are obviously more fortunate than the remote villages. How, 

then, will these fortunate, or unfortunate, peasants use their radios? 

In the absence of survey data, the answer is necessarily speculative. 

First, radio is often thought as the medium that can bypass the 

obstacle of illiteracy. Ulis is not always true. Daniel Lerner reports 

that some Middle Eastern peasants found it difficult to undarstwad the 

kind of radio news that was written out in writing style and then read. 

In Communist China, radio news is generally presented in the written 

style of the Chinese language. Nevertheless, the regime has revised the 

written Chinebe to be as close to vernacular as possible. On the other 

hand, the village wired broadcasting stations often invite "progressive" 

peasants to broadcast to the local people in their own dialect. But 

such features deal mostly with methods of fanning and they are on air 

for about ten rdnutes every day. The bulk of the radio program is the 

political information which is prepared by New China News Agency (NCNA) 

and transmitted by Central people's Broadcast ng Station (Radio Peking). 

Whether the peasants can comprehend such programs completely is a moot 

question. 

1U3 
Snow, op. cit., p. MtS. 

Ihk 
Lerner, Daniel, The Passing of TraditionPl Society, Illinois, The 

Free Press, 1958, p. 190. 
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Second, there is the problem of empathy. Lerner writes about some 

Lebonese peasants; 

Some villagers cannot follow the simplified form of classical 
Arabic used in broadcasts and newspapers. Others who could "follow" 
the language were troubled by the analytic mode of presentation, the 
unpccustomed categories of discourse, and the impersonality of the 
mass media. These blocks render such messages unintelligible to 
persons raised in the oral tradition.^5 

Thus, even if one can "follow" the language, lack of empathic 

capability can be another block. Empathy is the capacity to see oneself 

in the other fellow's situation.    Information from the mass media 

demands empathy to understand the vicarious world presented by the 

messages. 

Empathy can not be acquired instantly. It is a product of several 

factors in the social environment. Lerner considers physical mobility 

the most crucial one: 

The historic increase of psychic mobility begins with the expansion 
of physical trave."".. Historians conventionally date the modern era from 
the Age of Exploration.... Gradually the technical means of trans- 
porting live bodies improved and physical displacement became an 
experience lived through by millions of plain folk earlier bounded to 
some ancestral spot. Geographical mobility became, in this phase, the 
usual vehicle of social mobility.... 

The expansion of psycic mobility means that more people now command 
greater skill in imagining themselves as strange persons in strange situa- 
tions, places and times than did people in any previous historical epoch. 
In our time, indeed, the spread of empathy around the world is accelerat- 
ing. The earlier increase of physica3 experience through transportation 
has been multiplied by the spread of mediated experience through mass 
communication. ^T 

145 
Lerner, op. cit-, p. 190. 

Ibid., p. 50. 
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On both scores, the physical mobility and empathy, Chinese peasants 

must be graded low. Sung I-ching, a Chinese author, describes the attri- 

butes of contemporary Chinese peasants that have been shaped by their 

•oraditional way of life: 

The essential units of Chinese villages used to be family, small 
land ownership, freedom and self-sufficiency. This mode of rural society 
has brought about three chavacteristics which are relevant to politics. 
First, th«; Chinese peasants' lives revolve around a set piece of land. 
They do not want to change this style of life. They do not want to 
leave their lands. Their travels seldom exceed a hundred miles. If a 
Chinese peasant does in another village, his tones must be returned to 
his own land and be buried there. To travel afar is against any 
Chinese peasant's will. Second, because of this pattern of family- 
agriculture, small-scale farming and self-reliance, there has been no 
deep social relationship among the Chinese peasants. Within a village, 
the peasants rarely visit one another. Neighbors can be ignorant of 
each other for practically all their lives. Third, Chinese peasants 
have been diehard conservatives. Except for their own community they 
do not know any other world. Except for their own farming, Chinese 
peasants care nothing. Politics and ideology can not intrigue them 
or influence their traditional way of life ^o 

How, then, does all tnis affect the peasants' radio listening? To 

understand this interaction we compare what Lemer found in the Middle 

East with the situation in Communist Jhina. 

First Lerner found that the tradition-oriented persons, mostly 

peasants, care nothing and are not interested in events beyond their 

immediate environment.  Thus, even when the opportunity exists, there 

arc more non-listoners among the farmers than among the other segments 

f of the population. 

148 
Sung, I-ching, Chung-Kuo Noon-Min Ti Min-Yun (The Fate of the Chinese 

Farmers), Honß Kong, Modern Publishers, 1957, P- 13- 
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In Whaley's study, 387 peasants were asked the news sources for 

national news in Communist China and only five of them cited radio aa 

one of the sources, about 1.3 percent of the total. Among the profes- 

sionals it was IO.3 percent and among the workers it waa 6.8 percent. 

On the sources for foreign news, three out of 335 peasants cited radio 

as one of the sources, about 0.9 percent. Among the professionals it 

was 6.5 percent and the workers 7«0 percent. As Sung pointed out 

earlier, Chinese peasants care for little except their community and 

their own livelihood. 

However, the Chinese Communists have built wired radio broadcasting 

systems in the villages. The decision to turn on or off the broadcasts 

is made by the Communist officials, not by the peasants. The speakers 

are installed in such strategic spots aa  the village squares and the 

working field. Thus the regime wishes to reach the masses directly. 

There is no doubt that a considerable part of the Chinese peasants 

are exposed to all sorts of official propaganda messages. But to be 

exposed to the messages is one thing, and to accept them is quite 

another. 

Second, according to Lerner, "Selective perception enables Tradi- 

tlonals, exposed to the media in limited dosage, to notice only those 

1^9 
messages which confirm their customs and values."   Thus, those Arabs 

who listen to radio favor the reading of Koran. 

J*9 
Lerner, op. cit., p. 178. 
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In the case of Chinese peasants, the Communists admitted that the 

peasants favored the pr^rama of traditional drama and plays the most. 

In one county wired broadcasting station, "more than half the station's 

time on the air Is devoted to cultural programs. Peking Opera is the 

great favorite among older farmers, performances carried on the central 

and provincial stations are recorded and rebroadcast to meet thel- 

150 
desires...."    For these plays are the age-old means of recreation 

for Chinese peasants. Moreover, these plays talk mostly about male 

and female, filial piety and chastity, husband and wife, end mother-in- 

law and daughter-in-law. Ihese are the things that every Chinese 

peasant in a traditional setting can understand. 

Whaley found that Chinese peasants were Interested in information 

about their relatives the most and were interested in the military 

affairs the least. Whaley also reported that most of the peasants had 

very vague or no idea abou. the meaning of Peking or the Central 

Government. 

So far we have dealt with the specific mentality of the peasants 

and its effect on radio listening. Be.   we conclude this section, one 

more point has to be noted. That is, the CommunlLts combine the Impersonal 

media communication with face-to-face support for the massages. In this 

way the message is reinforced and hence has deeper effect. 

150 
YU, Yu-hslu, "Radio in the Villages," China Reconstructs, Peking, 

April, 1963, p. 13. 
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This face-to-face support of the message from radio, newspaper or 

movie is carried out through the professional agitators and other 

"activists." in Communist China today a new generation of this type 

of intermediary has been created. Since i960 some ^0 million middle- 

school graduates in Communist China have been sent down to the villages 

in return-to-village campaigns. According to the Camnunists, this 

campaign is designed to insure "correct Socialist thinking" among the 

students and to let students past- on their "culture" to the illiterate 

peasants. 

Nevertheless, it is a moot question how far the students sent to 

the villages will be willing to be the kind of intermediary between 

the mass media and the peasants that the Party wants than to be. Com- 

plaints, passive resistances and bitterness on the part of those sent 

to the villages Eire reported in the Communist press. However, in 

speaking about their bitteimess and their longing for life in the 

city, the students were probably expanding the peasants' cognitive 

framework. Consciously or not, these students can become the agents of 

psychic mobility and empathy. 

For example, a high school graduate recently wrote to the editor of 
China Youth Daily (Chung-Kuo Ching-Hien Pao), October 29, I963, that he 
was advised to drop his newspaper subscription after he was sent to 
work in a village, "because they say it is not necessary for the fanner 
to subscribe to newspapers." The editor gave a long reply and ended 
with "we hope that you not on.1y persist in your newspaper reading, but 
also regularly disseminate among the members of your commune the 
materials you have read in the newspapers, so that more people will be 
converted to regular newspaper reading." 

 i4aÄ»»6iäüJ;.uiÄ;-'-. .-,., 
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Furtheraore, the communists have a sort cf national and Inter- 

national ideology. Thf.y have to engage all followers In a kind of 

political understanding, and they have to develop, engineer and 

achieve "consensus" of the population. They have to Involve the 

population In all sorts of struggles or campaigns. They try to force 

the population, so to speak, to have the type of «apathy which Is 

desired by the party. 

Indeed, as empathy grows and peasants' intellectual horizon 

enlarges, they may probably be more predisposed to be "listeners" 

rather thrn "non-listeners." But whether it will be the type of 

empathy and culture that the regime really advocates la anybody's 

guess. 
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Concluslon 

In retrospect, three things stand out in the development of radio 

industry in Comnuilst China. 

First, after 1955 a wired broadcasting network gradually replaced 

the monitor system. The vlred broadcasting network is apparently 

intended to be the permanent network because the official radio Journals 

speak constantly about the economy and function of the wired network 

both in peace and in wer. 

Second, radio network grew rather rapidly In 1958 — the era of 

"Great Lef.p Forward." The number of wired broadcasting stations 

quadrupled and the loudspeakers tripled from 1957 to 1958. The output 

f.'.gures for radio sets tripled fror 1957 to 195Ö. The wireless stations 

also grew considerably in this period, though with less surprising speed. 

Third, there was a sudden stoppage of information on the develrpmr^t of 

the radio broadccsting network after 1959- Occasional references were 

made to radio development in some regions. No national figures have 

been released since then. 

It is entirely possible that the "Leap Forward" in the radio broad- 

casting network Is over by now. 

As noted earlier, the two big problems affecting the growth of the 

radio network in Communist China are the shortage of electric power and 

other technical problems of installations of wired stations in villages. 

However, in some provinces in East China and Manchuria, these problems 

either are not serious or simply do not exist. In 19e:6 these provinces 
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Achieved good results as shown in Connnuniat reports. Indeed, It is 

likely that these areas contributed largely to making the record of 

U.5 million loudspeakers in China. Hence, they have more or less 

reached a point that probably no more large-scale developneut is 

called for. Any increase of wired loudspeakers or stations in thete 

regions will likely be marginal. 

The areas thai need large reale network building are the vast 

interior in northw^t and southwest China. The 1958 expansion did 

not seem to cover these regions. This is shown in the continued 

existence of radio monitoring teams there. But no easy and quick 

solut.on can be founa to the technical and electrxCity-supply 

problem in these areas. Wnen such solutions are found, o;is can expect 

the Chinese Comaronists to release some dramatic new f4 «cures about their 

radio industry. But at the moment there is no sign of any spectacular 

development. 

It is difficult to speculate on the effectiveness of radio broad- 

casting in Cimnunist Chine. This involves the problem of the supply 

o£ radio sets, the ability of the public to buy them, the number of 

listeners, the type of programs and the natuie of audience predisposi- 

tions . 

Por the elites, and the sophisticated urban workera, it seems that 

radio listening is more or less a matter of personal selection. As to 

the peasants it involves more sophisticated problems — the degree of 

empathy, the style of broadcasting language and the organization of 
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face-to-facft reinforcing agents. In ConnniniBt Qiina today, the majority 

of the Chinese peasants are still illiterate and the Coanunlsts are 

still ccmplaining about the peasants' "bourgeois tendency" of tending 

to their own business and caring nothing otherwise. Nevertheless, the 

government has made many timely adjustments such as the change of broad- 

casting language into conversational style and the creation of fare-to- 

face intemudiaries. As over time these factors mesh properly with one 

another, the Chinese peasants will gradually became more respondent to 

radio and other media. 
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at all. Th~re are actually 
141 stationo in China, but 
the map only shows 114. 
This is because in some 
cities there is more than 
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Distribution of Radio 
Stations According to 
Provinces: 

Province No. of 
Stations 

Hopeh 10 
Inner Mongolia 10 
Liaoning 10 
nrm 8 
lleilunkiang 9 
Kiangsu 10 
Anhvei 5 
Ch~kiang 5 
Fukien 4 
Honan 1 
Hupeh 4 
Shansi 5 
Shensi 4 
KBnsu 8 
Tsinghai 3 
Sinkiang 2 
Shantung 4 
Hunan 7 
Kiangsi 5 
K'wantUOEt 4 
K'wangsi 5 
Szechwan 4 
KW~ichov 3 
Yunan 2 
Tibet 1 
Shanghai * 1 
Peking * l 

total 141 

* Both Shanghai and Peking 
are special districts under 
the direct administration 
of the State. 
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APPENDIX I 

Miniatry of Public Security Prcmulgates Measures for Control of Radio 
Equlpioent 

Order of the Ministry of Public Security of the People's Republic of 
China 

The "Regulations Governing the Control of Radio Equipment," as 

ratified by the Government Administration Council of the Central people's 

Government on September 25, 195^, are hereby promulgated for enforcement 

in all parts of the country. 

Lo Jui-ching 
Minister 

Regulations Governing the Control of Radio Equipment 

Article 1. These regulations are specially formulated to strengthen the 

control of radio equipment and to prevenc the use of this kind 

of equipment by counter-revolutioneuries for subversion, with a 

view to consolidating the security of the State and. safe- 

guarding economic construction. 

Article 2. The categori-is of radio equipment under control are: 

1) Complete sets of radio transmitters, radio-receivers, 

voice transmitter-receivers, and voice/cw receivers. 

(The last item refers to super-heterodyne receivers 

equipped with beat-frequency oscillator, and regenera- 

tive type receivers capable of receiving ail bands of 

frequencies besides the band of broadcasting frequencies 

between 535 KC to l6C5 KG. Receivers equipped with tuned 

radio frequency amplifying stage are classified as 

communication receivers.) 
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2) Complete sets of machines eqvxpped with high frequency 

oscillator (such as high frequency radio therapeutic 

machines, high frequency electric heaters, high frequency 

softening equipment, beat-frequency oscillator instru- 

ments) , and direction finders. 

3) All types of audio frequency amplifiers (including 

amplifier of movie projector). 

k)    All kinds of transmitting tubes; receiving tubes with an 

output power of watts or above (calculated at class A 

working conditions); receiving tubes with an output power 

under 2 watts but with greater radiation power, such as 

tubes 3^A, 30, 31, 33, 71A, etc. 

5) All kinds of fixed condensers with a working D.C. voltage 

above 1500 volts. 

6) Variable condensers with a space (between the fixed and 

the movable disc) of 1 mm. and above, sending keys, and 

crystals for transmitters. 

Article 3* All controlled radio equipment belonging to the State, Joint- 

State -private and private factories or commercial establish- 

ments, who are either engaged in the manufacture, repair or 

sale of such equipment, and all controlled radio equipment, 

and all controlled radio equipment in the possession of 

government organs, public bodies, public enterprises, 

schools of individual persons for non-commercial purposes 

are subject to control under these I gulation». 

■: ■ 
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Article k.    Ihe  possession and use of complete sets of radio transmitters, 

radlo-ccBmiunication receivers, voice transmitter-receivers, 

and voice-CW receivers are strictly limited for the State 

tele-communication and broadcasting organizations, vho eure 

aljLOwed to install their stations in accordance with the 

"Provisional State S'v.ivrity Regulations." The installation 

of radio-ccamminlcetion receivers strictly required for their 

work Is permitted in government organs, public bodies, public 

enterprises and technical schools above the grade of college, 

vto shall apply to the People's Government of provincial (or 

municipal) level or above for permission of InstPllatlon and 

shall be registered with the local public security authorities. 

Besides those mentioned above, all other units and persons 

are forbidden to possess or use (the afore-mentioned equip- 

ment) . 

Article 5- Factories and commercial establishments vho are engaged in 

the manufacture, repair or sale of controlled radio equipment 

shall comply vith the following procedures at the local 

Municipal or (Helen) Public Security Bureaus or Branch 

Bureaus: filling out two Application Forms, attaching three 

copies of recent 2^ inch photo showing face and bust, without 

hat, and submitting in a separate form all the particulars of 

the managers, shareholders, employees and workers. After the 

Municipal (or Hslen) Public Security Bureau has examined and 
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approved the application and issued a business permit, the 

applicant shall then apply to the local industrial and com- 

mercial administrative authorities for trade registration. 

Bxe complete sets of machl-es of the category specified in 

paragraph (1), Article 2,  are strictly forbidden to be manu- 

factured, repaired or sold unless specially permitted. All 

traveling salesmen, secondhand goods dealers and street-stall 

keepers are forbidden to buy, sell or repair controlled radio 

equipment. 

Article 6. Purchase, repair and shipment of controlled radio equipment 

are subject to the following stipulations: 

1) For purchase to be made locally in a municipality (or 

hsien) in the case of government organs, public bodies, 

public enterprises and technical schools above the grade 

of college, a certifying letter fumlsL i by the pur- 

chasing unit Itself shall be required; in the cas* of 

individual persons, a certifying letter from the local 

public security station shall be required; and in the 

case of manufacturers and retsdlers vho have been issued 

a business permit, a written statement shall be required. 

The certifying better or statement, stating in detail the 

purpose of the purchase and the names, specifications and 

quantities of the articles to be purchased, shall be sub- 

mitted to f e Municipal (or Helen) public Security Bureau 

or Branch Bureau for examination and approval, purchase 

may be made when a purchase certificate is Issued. 
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2) For purchases to be made In another municipality (or 

hsien).... 

3), 'O and 5) are omitted. 

Article ?• Licensed radio equipment manufacturers and retailers shall 

4 

comply with the following stipulations: 

1) When any change of the title, management, shareholders, 

or in the scope of the enterprise is to be made, or the 

establishment is to be moved to another place, or the 

enterprise is to b« transferred or liquidated, it shall 

be reported to the local Municipal (or hsien) public 

Security Bureau in advance. Any change can be only 

made when the case is examined and approved by the 

Fabllc Security Bureau. 

2) A sale or a repair work of controlled radio equipment 

may be executed only when the customer produces a purchase 

certificate or repair certificate. Black market dealings 

or unauthorized repairs are strictly forbidden. 

3) A business entry book shall be kept. Dally production 

and sales of controlled radio equipment shall be entered 

in detail. The entry book together with the purchase 

and the repair certificates shall be submitted to the 

local Public Security Bureau to be checked monthly. 

Belay of submission of false entry are not permitted. 
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k)    SuBpected custcancrB shall be reported to the local public 

security authorities. | 

Article 8. All controlled radio equipment of the categories specified In 
> 

Paragraphs 2) through 6), Article 2,  in the possession of 

government organs, public bodies, public enterprise, schools 

and individual persona for non-commercial purposes shall be 

registered. 

!)> 2)* 3) are omitted. 

k)    When radio equipment of these categories is sold or 

transferred, the buyer of receiver shall apply for a 

purchase certificate in accordance with Paragraph 1), 

Article 6. The original owner can only sell or transfer 

his equipment when the buyer presents him with a purchase 

certificate. The seller shall surrender the purchase i 

certificate together with his original registration 

certificate to the public security authorities with 

whom he was registered and ha-"» Ma registration 

cancelled. 

Article 9- Import and export of the controlled radio equipment. 

1) and 2)  are omitted. 

Article 10. (Punlshmeno cr violators) ; 

Article 11. (Registration of persons who have possessed the equipment 

under control and who cure individual persons, not State 

or public bodies....) I 
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Article 12. The Public Security Departments of the provinces and the 

Public Security Bureaus of the Municipalities shall, if it 

is found necessary, fonnulatt supplementary rules in accordance 

with these Regulations and submit same to the Province or 

Municipal people's Oovemment for approval, and then to the 

Central pcnale's Oovemment for ratification and promulgation. 

Article 13. (Abolishment of the 'Provisional Regulations for Control 

Radio Euipnent" of 1951) 

The omissions are by this author. For a complete version, see Survey of 
Chin«« Mainland Press, Hong Kong, U.S. Consulate (Jeneral, No. llSZT, 
August 10, 1955, PP. 15-19- 

"Hsien" means "county." 
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